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Finance & General Purposes 
Committee  

Minutes 
 

UNAPPROVED Minute of the meeting 
held on 15 June 2017 

in Fort William and by VC 
 
 
Present: John Hutchison (Acting Convenor), Hayley Lewis (GLC), Lydia Rohmer, Lewis 
Sturrock, Iain Turnbull (ALC) 
 
Attending: Fiona Grant, Assistant Principal (PLC) until item (11), Sue Macfarlane, Vice 
Principal, Matt Simpkinson, Director of Finance and Estates, Claire Wylie, College Secretary 
(Minutes)  
         
 
1. Apologies 

 
There were no apologies. 
  

 

2. Declarations of interest 
 
There were no declarations. 
 

 

3. Minutes of meetings of 15 June 2017 
 
These minutes were approved, subject to correction of the list of attendees. 
 

 
 

4. Homologation of the decision of 4 May 2017 to reallocate (reduced) 
College funds for estates purposes 
(Paper 4/0717: Homologation of proposal regarding the use of College funds 
for estates purposes) 
 
This was agreed. 
 

 

5. Matters arising 
 
There were no matters arising. 
 

 
 
 

6. Any other competent business 
 
6.1 Boardpack 
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The Committee was advised that ELT would be considering the use of the 
digital paperwork management system, Boardpack, and a recommendation 
as to whether it might be adopted would come to the Board. 
  

7. Management accounts to end of April 2017 
 (Paper 7.1/0617: Management Accounts for 3 months ended 30 April 2017) 
 
The full year forecast remained as previously anticipated, ie a surplus of 
£30K, although it was acknowledged that there was a risk to this figure 
bearing in mind possible volatility in the final quarter spending. The 
curriculum team controls had been implemented well. 
 
The new reporting facility for the café was providing good information about 
how the café was used, and this was helping to inform a new plan for its 
future which ELT would be examining shortly. 
 
The accounts were endorsed by the committee. 
 

 

8. Final budget 2017-18 
 
8.1 Final Budget 2017/18 
(Paper 8.1/0617: Budget 2017/18) 
 
The Director of Finance advised that this budget was in fact almost 
unchanged from when seen in April. The factors which were unknown then, 
primarily national bargaining, flexible workforce fund, ESIF/SFC credits, 
were still unknown. 
 
The budget was endorsed by the Committee. 
 
8.2 Capex budget 2017/18 
 
There were still some elements of this to finalise, and it would come directly 
to the Board. 
 
8.3 Financial Forecast Return 2018-19 proposal 
 
The usual deadline of the end of June appeared to have been extended by 
the SFC until the end of September. A new template, to allow for a five-year 
forecast and to accommodate national bargaining, had not yet been issued 
by the funding council. It was expected that the FFR proposal would come to 
the next F&GP in September. 
 

 
 
 

9. CONFIDENTIAL National Bargaining  
 
The Principal gave a review of the process to date and the current uncertain 
situation. The Committee examined the figures for revised financial 
modelling and the large additional funds that would be needed if national 
bargaining were to be accepted. If NB were fully funded by the government 
over the next few years, there were still risks for the College in future years. 
If additional funding was either not available, or only partially covered the 
costs, there were major implications for the College and its current business 
model. 
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Pending a final outcome of the national negotiations, there were a number of 
steps available to the College and the region which might help establish an 
alternative scenario: 

 there may be scope within UHI for a regional response, particularly 
amongst the unincorporated colleges which would be affordable and 
acceptable to staff; Lydia would pursue this;  

 the letter from John Kemp (SFC) of 12 June 2017 appeared to 
indicate that he would be willing to discuss with individual colleges 
what additional help they might need, and Lydia agreed to follow this 
up by enquiring what relevance this might have for WHC; 

 Kate Forbes MSP would be visiting the College next week and the 
implications of NB for the College would be explained to her in detail. 

 
As a whole, the Committee was reluctant to offer any recommendations 
about the way forward whilst the matter at a national level was unresolved 
and uncertain, but favoured exploring all possible options to find a way 
forward.  
 
In the meantime, it was acknowledged that the frequent news reports must 
be having an unsettling effect on staff. 
     

 
 
 
Principal 
 
 
 
 

9A. College Participation in an EU-funded Tourism Project 
(Paper 9A/0617: College Participation in an EU-funded Tourism Project) 
 
The participation of the Centre for Recreation and Tourism Research in a 
project entitled Revitalizing Remote and Mountainous areas through 
Sustainable Alternative Tourism was endorsed.  
 

 
 
 

10. Estates Project Group 
(Paper 10/0617: EPG minutes) 
 
The minutes were endorsed.  
 
The lack of members of this Group was highlighted as an issue, and needed 
to be addressed in order that proposed College estate developments could 
be properly supported going forward. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Convenor/ 
Secretary 

11. Centre for Science and Technology 
 
There were no significant updates to report on this. It was anticipated that an 
Estates Project Group meeting at the end of the summer would move 
matters forward. 
 

 

12. Health and Safety Report third quarter 
(Paper 12/0617: Health & Safety Report Qrt 3 2016-17) 
 
This was noted by the Committee. The Committee was further advised that 
future reports would include serious near-misses. 
 

 

13. Risk register: items for F&GP 
(Paper 13/0617: WHC UHI Risk Register) 
 
The register had not changed since it was last seen by the Board in April 
2017, except that risk 19, had changed slightly as the UHI strategy group 
recommendations were now being implemented. 
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14. Internal audit reports 
(Paper 14/0617: Internal Audit Reports) 
 
14.1 Equalities 
 
This area was ranked as Strong by Wylie & Bissett with no 
recommendations for action. This was seen as a good reflection on the work 
of the HR Manager, Lyn Goodenough, and her team. 
 
14.2 Income Collection and Credit Control 
 
Another ‘Strong’ report with only three low risk recommendations for action. 
 

 

15. Policies and Strategies 
 
Policies and Strategies 
 
POLICIES (REVIEW) 
 
15.1 Debt Management 
Paper 15.1/0617: Debt Management Policy Update 
 
Only minor changes had been made to this policy. 
 
15.2 Education Maintenance Allowance 
Paper 15.2/0617: EMA & Bursary Policy Update 
 
This policy had been updated in line with SFC recommendations. 
 
15.3 Treasury Management 
Paper 15.3/0717: Updated Treasury Management Policy 
 
There was no change to this policy. 
 
15.4 Stress Management 
Paper 15.4/0617: Stress Management Policy 
 
This should be regarded as a new policy rather than revised, as it had been 
completely rewritten using best practice guidelines. It was part of a suite of 
policies sitting under the new People strategy.  
 
A question was raised regarding how the Board could meet its compliance 
responsibilities for this and other policies. The Principal advised that this was 
part of the responsibilities of the Audit Committee, and the College would 
open a line of reportage if there were any significant issues. 
 
15.5 Data Protection  
Paper 15.5/0617: Data Protection Policy Update 
 
This policy had been substantially updated and was likely to be further 
reviewed over the next year in line with any revisions to UHI policy. 
 
15.6 Protection of Vulnerable Groups 
Paper 15.6/0617: PVG Policy 
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15.7 Records Management and Archiving (deferred to next meeting) 
 
POLICIES (NEW) 
 
15.8 Sickness Absence 
Paper 15.8/0617: Sickness Absence Policy (note: replacing Managing 
Absence) 
 
15.8A Environmental Policy 
Paper 15.11/0617: Environmental & Sustainability Policy 
 
This policy had been developed with the assistance of EAUC (The 
Environmental Association for Universities and Colleges) and was part of the 
carbon reporting and sustainability agendas. 
 
15.9. UHI-prepared Information Security policies 
Paper 15.9/0617: UHI Information Security Policies 
 
Information Security Policy Framework 
 
IS Policy 
IS Acceptable Use 
IS Bring Your Own Device 
IS Computer Operating 
IS Incident Management 
IS Password Control 
IS Protection Against Malicious Software 
IS Secure Areas  
S Security Awareness 
IS Third Party Access 
 
In the light of the General Data Protection Regulation, UHI was keen to 
ensure that all partner colleges were signed up to these.  
 
STRATEGIES 
 
15.10 Staff Learning and Development Strategy and Policy 
Paper 15.10/0617: Staff Learning and Development Strategy and Policy 
Updated June 2017 
 
This had been updated to more clearly define roles and responsibilities. 
 
15.11 Estates Strategy 
Paper 15.12/0617: Draft Estates Strategy 
 
It was agreed that a column should in added to appendix 1 to indicate the 
environmental performance of each of the College’s buildings. 
 
15.12 People Strategy 
Paper 15.13/0617: People Strategy 
 
The Principal explained that this strategy had been in development for some 
years, and had been consulted on widely. It provided an overarching 
framework about how the College valued, attracted, supported and retained 
staff. The KPIs which would be reported on to the Committee were both 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Director of 
Finance & 
Estates 
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qualitative and quantitative, but the limitations of the current HR system were 
noted. 
 
15.13 Procurement Strategy 
Paper 15.14/0617: Draft Procurement Strategy 
 
Although the College was below the threshold which required a procurement 
strategy, it was best practice to have one in place to ensure that regulations 
were followed and best value obtained. Matt confirmed that the strategy was 
not about sourcing the cheapest of any product. In response to a query, he 
confirmed that the involvement of local businesses in any bidding was built 
in to the process. 
 
All the above policies and strategies were endorsed by the Committee. 
 

16. Date of next meeting 
 
Wednesday 20 September 2017 at 4.30pm 
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Status Non-confidential 
Freedom of Information 
Can this paper be included in 
open business?* 

Choose an item. 
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Procurement options and strategy 
 
1. Introduction 
The aim of the WHC procurement strategy is to identify the best way of achieving our 
objectives. Project risks must be identified and taken into account, as should any constraints 
established by us or our funders.. Procedures for procurement in the college are driven by 
our procurement, value for money and sustainability policies.  The procurement policy 
demands that purchasing must be in line with public procurement regulations, and be based 
on the achievement of best ‘fit’ and value for money.  Decisions on procurement must also 

comply with the levels set in the college’s scheme of delegation. 

In line with EU public procurement legislation, there are a number of potential procurement 
routes which the College could follow for the procurement of the Main Contractor. The 
Project Team have considered the following options: 

2. Regulatory Framework 

Public-sector procurement displays different characteristics to procurement in the private 
sector when value for money is often the primary objective. There are strict procurement 
rules governing the procurement of services and works in the Scottish Public Sector. These 
have been developed based on the most recent European Union Directive (Directive 
2014/24/EU). This resulted in the enactment of the Public Contracts (Scotland) Regulations 
2015 and the Procurement (Scotland) Regulations 2016. The purpose of the directives is to 
open up public procurement within the European Union and to ensure the free movement of 
supplies, services and works. 

In March 2017 the UK Government published its latest edition of the ‘Common Minimum 
Standards for the Procurement of Built Environments in the Public Sector’. This provides that 
the appraisal of procurement options and the selection of the preferred project strategy 
should take account of whole-life value for money (including costs for operation, 
maintenance and lifecycle). Importantly it stresses that such decisions should not be based 
solely on capital cost. It further provides that procurement strategies and contract types 
should support the development of collaborative relationships, enable early contractor 
involvement and support innovative approaches. The strategy makes it clear that traditional 
procurement routes in which design and construction are ‘divorced’ should not be used 
unless it can be demonstrated they offer better value for money.  

There is now evidence that early contractor involvement (ECI) can support improved team 
working, improve buildability and programme and enable innovation to deliver optimum value 
for money. It involves an integrated contractor and design team who are able to consider 
delivery and operational issues earlier in the design process. The early sight of the client’s 
requirements enables contractors to identify and mitigate risks, develop delivery solutions, 
and plan their resources to support efficient delivery. 

The Scottish Government has followed a similar approach. The Review of Scottish Public 
Sector Procurement in Construction was published in October 2013. It acknowledges the 
efficiencies that can be achieved by the adoption of ECI and the benefits to be accrued 
through the use of framework agreements. However, it also identified concerns with the 
wider use of national and regional frameworks where these may deter participation by 
SMEs.  

 

 

 



3. Procurement Options 

The commonly accepted procurement routes in the UK construction industry may be 
summarised as: 

 Traditional Procurement (Lump Sum and Remeasurement contracts); 
 Design and Build (Two-Stage and Single-Stage); 
 Management Contracting; 
 Private Finance Initiative 
 Framework agreements 

The above list is by no means a complete list of options as there are many variants, often 
with different names but only subtle differences between them. An RIBA survey of members 
conducted in 2012 as a precursor to development of the RIBA Plan of Work 2013 confirmed 
the following split between the most common procurement routes: 

 Traditional Procurement:  86% 
 Design and Build – Single-Stage 41% 
 Design and Build - Two-Stage 39% 
 Management Contracting  18% 
 Private Finance Initiative  10% 
 Framework agreements were not in place in 2012.  

What the above summary does not provide is an analysis of the nature and scale of projects 
undertaken by each route. There is evidence that public sector clients on major projects 
have a tendency now to avoid traditionally procured projects there now being a greater focus 
on routes that achieve early contractor involvement (ECI). This trend has accelerated over 
the last 10 years as there is a desire to achieve greater collaboration, accrue benefits 
through integration of design and construction and to shift risk on to Contractors.    

3.1 Traditional Procurement 

Traditional procurement generally refers to situations where the client appoints a design 
team who undertake either the complete design or the majority of the design..  

Traditional procurement can either be priced on the basis of drawings and specifications 
(Lump Sum) or on the basis of Bills of Quantities (Remeasurable). Over the last thirty years 
or so there has been less of a focus on Bills of Quantities as the risk of error in the Bills is 
carried by the Employer. However, where a traditionally procured project is tendered on the 
basis of drawings and specifications it is often the case that tendering Contractors will elect 
to have their own Bills prepared, often in conjunction with other tendering contractors in 
order to share the cost.  

Procurement of the Contractor can be achieved by way of either a Single-stage or Two-
stage process. Two-stage tendering is used to allow the early appointment of a contractor, 
prior to the completion of all the information required to enable them to offer a fixed price. In 
the first stage, a limited appointment is agreed allowing the contractor to begin work and in 
the second stage a fixed price is negotiated for the contract. 

The advantages of a traditional procurement route include: 

 competitive fairness, as all tendering contractors are bidding on the same basis 
 the client retains control of design which can facilitate a high level of performance 

and bespoke quality in the design  
 reasonable price certainty at contract award, based upon market forces 



 a satisfactory strategy in terms of public accountability, as it is transparent and based 
upon 

 it is well understood across the industry competition 

Disadvantages of this procurement route can include: 

 the overall project duration may be longer than for other strategies as to ensure cost 
certainty, design should be complete prior to works commencing  

 design risk sits with the client and not the contractor, who takes the construction risk 
only 

 there is no input into the design or planning of the project by the contractor and 
supply chain, unless a two-stage procurement process is adopted 

 the strategy is based upon price competition, which can result in adversarial 
relationships  

 responsibility for design and construction are separated, which can give rise to a 
blame culture and consequential adversarial behaviours 

3.2 Design and build 

This procurement option now takes many forms offering a wide variety of potential sub-
options. In essence, the Design and Build route covers instances where the Contractor takes 
responsibility for design of the whole of the works. It is the point at which the Contractor is 
appointed, and the process employed for Contractor selection, that differentiates the many 
sub-options. At one extreme a Contractor can be appointed based on an outline specification 
whilst at the other end the Contractor can be appointed following completion of the Technical 
Design (RIBA Stage 4). This latter route is common practice in many markets as clients 
often prioritise cost certainty over other objectives, provided the tendered cost is acceptable 
in the first instance. It is colloquially referred to as ‘design and dump’, reflecting the almost 
complete risk shift from Employer to Contractor.  

The two most common procedures for Contractor selection under the D&B route are: 

Single Stage: In very simplistic terms Contractors tender a lump sum, fixed price to design 
and build the project. That can be to take the design form any RIBA Stage, including from 
Stage 3 Concept Design. In Public Sector procurement there is normally two distinct stages 
to this procedure: 

 A pre-qualification process (PQQ Stage) to determine a limited list of suitable 
contractors to take forward for tender; 

 A competitive tender stage to select a Contractor for contract award. 

Two Stage: A ‘preferred’ Contractor is appointed at the end of the first stage tender. The 
design is developed/ value engineered and a final price agreed between the parties during 
Stage 2. In the Public Sector this is often a three stage process: 

 A pre-qualification process (PQQ Stage) to determine a limited list of suitable 
contractors; 

 A first stage to identify a ‘preferred’ Contractor; 
 A second stage in which the Contractor is appointed to complete the design and 

procure the work packages, ideally before a Lump Sum price is agreed. 

Advantages of the design and build route include: 

 The client has only to deal with one firm, giving single point responsibility, and 
significantly reducing the need to commit resources and time to contracting with 
designers and contractors separately 



 Client risk is reduced due to the single point responsibility 
 The strategy enables an integrated constructor contribution to the design and project 

planning 
 Price certainty is generally obtained before construction starts, provided the client’s 

requirements are robustly articulated and changes are not introduced 
 The total project time of a design and construction route may be reduced, because of 

overlapping activities 

Disadvantages of this procurement route include: 

 Difficulties can be experienced by clients in preparing a robust, comprehensive brief, 
i.e. in articulating/ defining their requirements 

 The client is required to commit to a concept design at an early stage; often before 
the detailed designs are completed 

 Client changes to the scope of the project can be expensive, particularly once 
construction has commenced 

 Quality may be compromised as the client relinquishes control to the design and 
build contractor 

 It can result in a project having reduced aesthetic appeal in instances where price 
and space dictate how the available budget will be spent 

3.3 Management Contracting 

A management contract is one where the works are constructed by a number of different 
works contractors who are contracted to and managed by a management contractor. A 
management contract structure is similar to a traditional contract, however, instead of taking 
the risk associated with a fixed price, the management contractor is reimbursed the amounts 
paid to works contractors, and is paid a fee usually in the form of a percentage. 

With this route, a management contractor is engaged by the client to manage the whole of 
the building process. The contractor is paid a fee on top of the construction costs for doing 
so. The fee is based on the estimated costs of the works as established by the quantity 
surveyor, usually adopting a cost plan as the basis for budgeting.  

Construction works are carried out by firms employed by the management contractor, 
referred to as ‘works contractors’. Unlike construction management, the management 
contractor has direct contractual links with all the works contractors and is responsible for all 
the construction works. There is no contractual link between the employer and the works 
contractors. 

The management contractor may provide some of the common services on site, such as 
office accommodation, tower cranes, hoists and security, which are shared by the works 
contractors; however, in ‘pure’ management contracting, such works are let as a self-
contained work package. 

The client employs the design team and, therefore, bears the risk of that team delaying 
construction for reasons other than negligence, such as the late receipt of design 
information. 

Advantages of this procurement route include: 

 There are programme benefits for the overall project, due to the overlapping of the 
design and construction processes. 

 The route enables the management contractor and works contractors to contribute to 
the design and project planning. 



 Changes can be accommodated, provided that the packages affected have not been 
let and that there is little or no impact on those already let. 

 Works packages are let competitively at prices that are current at the time the work is 
let. 

Disadvantages of the procurement route can include: 

 the client must provide a good-quality brief to the design team; the design will not be 
complete until the client has committed significant resources to the project 

 poor certainty of price is offered at an early stage and the potential cost commitment 
depends upon design team estimates 

 the route relies on a good-quality and committed management contractor, or it may 
become no more than a ‘post box’ system in certain circumstances 

 the route reduces resistance to works contractors’ claims where such demands are 
passed on to the client by the management contractor  

 design must be closely managed to ensure that package procurement is kept on 
programme 

 there may be gaps in works contractor packages that would normally be picked up by 
a traditional contractor 

3.4 Private Finance Initiative (PFI) 

The PFI model dates back to 1992 when the then Chancellor of the Exchequer, Norman 
Lamont made an announcement relating to "ways to increase the scope for private financing 
of capital projects". This became the Private Finance Initiative (PFI).   

On PFI projects, a single integrated supply team is appointed with design, construction and 
facilities management expertise to design and build a development and then to operate it for 
a period of time. A special purpose vehicle (SPV), of which the integrated supply team is a 
part, finances the project and leases it to the public sector body for an agreed period 
(perhaps 20 - 30 years) after which the development reverts to the authority.  

In essence, therefore, the private sector agrees to finance, build and maintain the 
infrastructure project. This includes long-term life-cycle investment and routine maintenance 
services, sometimes together with ‘soft services’ such as catering and cleaning. The public, 

or public sector, will use the project without needing to engage with its operation; at least in 
theory. In return, the SPV receives a payment stream over the life of the concession from the 
public sector, perhaps as an annual or unitary payment. This will be subject to the delivery of 
the services to the specification set out in the concession agreement – there should be no 
payment for poor delivery or performance. 

Advantages of the NPD model include: 

 Single point delivery system, reducing interface risk for the public sector client 
 NPD ensures that private sector returns are capped, that there is no dividend 

bearing equity, and any surplus is directed in favour of the public sector 
 There are greater ‘checks and balances’ on the operation and management of the 

company.  The shares are held by the private sector investors, with the exception of 
one “golden share” held by the Authority. This means that the Project Company is 

controlled by the private sector but the “golden share” gives the Authority certain 

controls that ensure that the core NPD principles, and governance structure, are 
protected 



Disadvantages: 

 NPD projects demand an extended gestation period due to the complex, long-term 
nature of the contract(s). Hence, the overall programme period can be much longer 
than, say, a design and build approach 

 It is a relatively new approach and therefore it still needs to be proven. However, 
early indications are encouraging 

 Capped returns and high bidding costs may restrict participation, and therefore 
competition, making it more appropriate for major projects, say £20m+ 

3.5 Framework Agreements 

The procurement process for compliance with European procurement law can add 
significant time to a project’s programme. It is also a costly process, which can be open to 
challenge. Frameworks have therefore been developed which enable a more streamlined 
process for the appointment of consultants and contractors, often established by Central 
Purchasing Authorities and with the intention to evidence value for money. If used correctly 
they are also intended to reduce waste in the supply chain by reducing the high cost of 
public sector tendering.  

 Scape Group is a public-sector organisation first trading in 2006 they offer a suite of 
fully managed frameworks, property services, design solutions, community 
investment opportunities and joint ventures that are available to any public body in 
the United Kingdom. Scape claims to have 800 public sector clients in the UK, 
including 60 in Scotland. A positive focus of the frameworks is to ensure participation 
of SMEs and micro-businesses in the delivery of projects. The frameworks promote 
community benefits and local spend, which tends to address many of the criticisms 
levied against frameworks.  The Scape process adops collaborative forms of contract 
(NEC3)  

 Other available frameworks include Pagabo and LHC but these haven’t gained the 
same level of traction in Scotland to date having been more recently introduced and 
haven’t reached the same level of maturity.  

 Health Facilities Scotland, a division of National Services Scotland provides 
operational guidance to NHS Scotland bodies on a range of healthcare facilities 
topics. They also operate a range of construction and consultancy frameworks for 
capital projects known as Frameworks Scotland 2 (HFS2).  

 Both Scape and HFS2 procurement models rely on a SME supply chain to deliver the 
projects with the Contractor providing largely an advisory and management function, 
similar to the management contracting approach. All work packages are tendered to 
a ‘local’ supply chain where available. Under Scape, at least 85% of spend is to be 
with SMEs and 10% with micro-businesses. Minimum local labour requirements are 
set at: 20% to be from within 10 miles; 40% to be from within 20 miles, and; 75% to 
be from within 40 miles.  

 Scottish Futures Trust - ‘hubCo’ model. There are five regional “hubCos” in 

Scotland. These are institutional public private partnerships owned 60 per cent by a 
private sector partner, 30 per cent by the public sector partners within each of the five 
territories, and 10 per cent by the Scottish Futures Trust. The rights to the private 
sector share ownership in each of the hubCos were competitively tendered and a 



range of public sector partners are involved, for example health, local authorities, 
emergency services and RSLs. HubCos are able to progress projects on either a 
revenue funded basis (hub DBFM) or capital basis (hub DBDA or design and build 
contract). A common criticism of the model is that there can be varying quality and 
management approaches across the hubCos. There is some concern in the industry 
about the effect of being “locked-out” of public sector work for 25 years. There are 
procedures for refreshing the hubCo's supply chains but these are clearly not widely 
known, understood or audited.  

4. Discussion 

It is clear that the Scottish and UK Governments’ current procurement policy is predicated on 
achieving efficiency savings in project delivery through efficient procurement, early 
contractor involvement and the integration of design and construction. That focus, as 
evidenced in the hubCo delivery model, tends to suggest that traditional procurement is to 
be avoided. However, it still remains the procurement option of choice for many. This is often 
in the mistaken belief that it produces the lowest cost outcome and therefore represents 
optimum value for money.   

Our strategy must reflect the conditions and constraints inherent in the local construction 
market. Capacity is an issue and it appears to be accepted that it is unlikely any locally 
based contractor would have the experience or resource available to successfully deliver a 
project of this scale. The risk to all parties may simply be too high.  

We share the view that early contractor involvement can add value through improved team 
working, by bringing forward advice on best value alternative and potentially innovative 
construction methods, buildability assessment and ultimately improved risk management. 
With regard to current market conditions, we are aware there is reluctance by many 
contractors to participate in single-stage tender opportunities due to the high costs of 
tendering and perceived inherent risk in the process. The location of the project and 
associated risks will also impact on the market’s appetite to participate in main contract 
tendering.  

Certainly if a framework or hubCo route is to be pursued then there are clear programme 
benefits that can be achieved as the OJEU market testing process is largely avoided, saving 
in the region 3 months in the procurement process and the associated in-house resource 
and costs.   
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Right Learning, High Qual 

Learning

Establish action plan for sutainable, demand-led provision and 

activity at Portree College Centre
1,2,3

Revised curriculum plans                                                  

Community engagement plans                                               

Employer Endorsement 
AA VP AA VP AA All

Risk to viability of centre and 

impact on staff and 

community                            

3x5=15

Ensure robust employer and 

community engagement and 

market intelligence to ensure 

relevant, demand-led 

2x5=10

Financial Sustainability Deliver planned curriculum to budget
1,2,3,4,

5

Achievement of funded numbers for FE/HE                                                       

Achievement of SDS/HC contracted numbers
AA Head of Curriculum VP AA All

Failure to meet income and 

impact on business 

sustainability                                    

2x4=8

Track, monitor and action re 

marketing, decisionmaking re 

provision                                      

1x4=4

Right learning , Financial 

sustainability

Develop a sustainable curriculum plan to achieve funded targets 

for 18/19 and beyond 

1,2,3,4,

5

Achievement of targets 17/18

AA Head of Curriculum VP AA All

Financial clawback and 

weakened position re future 

additional funding                                                   

4x5=20

Use of robust market 

intelligence to plan and 

market provision

3x5=15

To deliver excellent and 

sustainable learning for all 

and aim 3

Review and revise strategies for curriculum, learning and 

teaching, including essential skills and approach to digital 

technologies

4,6,7

Completed strategies and plans

AA AP QLT/HoC VP AA AA

  Lack of credibility of 

provision with learners and 

stakeholders                                                      

1x3=3                         

All aims Introduce and review a new approach to support for learning 6,7,8,9

Complete/reviewed pilot of enhanced FE guidance model                                                                                                                   

Completed actions - A& I strategy, Corporate Parenting Plan, 

Gender Action Plan                                                                                            

Implementation of local HISA partnership agreement                                                                       

Positive learner feedback,

Complete student engagement strategy

AA
Head of Student 

Support
VP AA

Estates/IT

Risk to level of student 

experience  and retention                                                                       

2x4=8       

Manage level of student 

expectation, training of staff 

and clarity of team roles

1x4=4

Right Learning, High Qual 

Learning Review existing college centre resource model and establish 

action plan

1,2,3

Completed structure and processes and action plan                                                

AA

Head of Student 

Support/VP Academic 

Affairs

VP AA
Risk of not achieving a more 

sustainable position.    4x5=20

Full engagement and 

consideration of all factors 

and adoption of 

recommendatons

2x5=10

Pilot revised hostlic planning, development, set up and delivery 

structure and process  for all college provision

1,2,3,4,

5 Finalised structure and processes                                                    

Positive staff and student feedback                                                             

AA VP AA VP AA

BEST

Risk we don’t realise full 

income opportunities and cost 

efficiencies       5x5=25

Full and considered 

implementation of review 

outcomes

2x5=10

All right Learning, right 

place  2.2, 3.2, 3.3, 3.5

Complete plans for sustainable STEM curriculum 

1,2,3

Established employer endorsed curriculum plans

Secured funding and new posts to build capacity 

Completed and funded design plans for STEM Centre

Agreed additional funding credits

AA Head of Curriculum

All

Inability to resource activity      

4x5=20
Secure funding 2x5=10

1.5, 3.2, 3.7
Enhance stakeholder satisfaction

10
Defined  stakeholder groups

Baseline measure of satisfaction established
Marketing Marketing Manager tbc

Curriculum/BEST
Loss of reputation 3x3 =9 Possible intro of Administrate CRM

2.3, 3.7
Increase marketing opportunities through use of alumni

9
Create alumni organisation communication procedures and 

plans in liaison with UHI
Marketing Marketing Manager tbc

Student Support

Reduced marketing 

opportuntiies 3 x 4

People
Establish an action plan to take forward the College's new People 

Strategy

Creation of plan and put in place processes to measure success 

as outlined in the People Strategy

HR HR Manager Principal
HR Team, Staff Learning 

& Development

Reduced ability to recruit, 

retain, manage, develop and 

motivate staff 4 x 4 - 16

Important to project plan 

implementation of strategy 

and involve key parties.

2 x 4 = 8

People

Establish an plan to take forward the College's new Equalities 

outcome 2017/2021

Creation of plan to ensure that Equality Outcomes  are 

achieved.  

HR HR Manager Principal

Equality Steering Group, 

All CMG

Risk of not achieving equality 

outcomes. 3 x 4 = 12

Important to project plan how 

we will achieve outcomes and 

allocated responsibility as 

appropriate.

2 x 4 = 8

People Retain accreditation  achieved with IIP, with an aim to increase 

the level of recognised award.  Put in place a plan to progress objective in liaison with IIP
HR HR Manager Principal

HR Team, All 

Reputational damage 4 x 3 -= 

12

Project Plan and resource 

needs to be established.  
3 x 3 = 9

Estates & 

Infrastructure
Improve the College’s Estates

Develop further plans for Science and Technology Centre (Fort 

William) to RIBA Stage 2

Develop Outline Feasibility Plans for Mallaig and 

Broadford/Auchtertyre

ELT Director of Finance Principal

Estates

Finance

Failure to deliver development 

plans will constrict the future 

growth of the college. A poor 

estates strategy will result in 

sub-standard student 

experience. 

3x5 = 15

Ensure that we allocate 

appropriate level of 

management resource and 

funding to progress plans.

2x5 = 10

Estates & 

Infrastructure
Enhance the college’s estates infrastructure and facilities 

Deliver planned Estates Capital &Maintenance Programmes

Enhance Space Utilisation through use of Celcat system

Deliver on access & inclusion strategy goals of improved 

(physical) accessibility within buildings

Estates Estates and Facilities Manager
Director of 

Finance

ELT

Finance

Customer Services 

Team

Lack of financial resource to 

deliver plan/lack of expertise 

to deliver robust 

environmental strategy

4x3 = 12

Robust financial planning for 

capital & maintenance
3x3 = 9

Estates & 

Infrastructure
Environmental Sustainability

Produce carbon management plan

Introduce Sustainability Group & Green team

Estates Estates and Facilities Manager
Director of 

Finance
CMG

Financial Sustainability Review and revise  shared services
Contribute to regional review and implementation of shared 

services
ELT Director of Finance Principal

Finance

HR

Time limitations restricting 

ability to contribute

3x2 = 6

Scheduling to allow time for 

constructive input
2x2 = 4

Financial Sustainability Enhance corporate support systems

Implement new HR system

Review SAGE finance system

Ensure full implementation of SHE software - building 

resiliance and reporting within H&S

Finance/HR/Estates Director of Finance
Director of 

Finance

Finance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

HR                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

inefficient business systems 

leading to ineffective and 

inefficient business processes 

and planning                                                                                                             

3x3=9

allocation of appropriate 

resource (finance and human) 

to progress and review and 

planning for change

3x2=6
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Financial Sustainability Enhance financial controls and systems

Enhance the cost-centre approach to college budgets to 

enhance accountability of each budget holder

Fully action internal audit action plan

Drive compliance with procurement regulations through 

training and usage of PECOS

Finance Director of Finance
Director of 

Finance

Finance

Failure to deliver budget. Put 

the financial sustainability at 

risk.

4x5 = 20

Active cost management and 

decision support. Training and 

support for non-finance staff. 

3x5 = 15

Financial Sustainability Increase income generation from non-SFC sources

Review and refine the café business model

Deliver the BEST profit targets

Establish other commercial opportunities

Café/BEST/Finance Director of Finance
Director of 

Finance
CMG

Failure to diversify income will 

make it more difficult to 

remain financially sustainable

3 x 3 = 9

Use established investment 

appraisal techniques to 

establish which projects to 

pursue

2 x 3 = 6

3.5, 3.6
Increase the financial sustainability and business engagement of 

the Centre for Recreation and Tourism Research's activity

Meet the Centre's financial targets                                                                                                                 

Secure EU-funded and consultancy projects
CRTR Head of Centre Principal Finance

Failure to secure projects or 

commissions compromises 

financial sustainability.  Brexit 

uncertainties compromise 

financial opportunities 4 x 2 = 

8

Use established networks, 

projects and contacts to 

proactively seek and secure 

financial opportunities

3 x 2 = 6

3.5, 3.6, 1.2
Enhance the College's reputation for academic research, 

knowledge exchange and research-informed teaching 

Secure an externally-funded Chair in Tourism/Adventure 

Tourism post
CRTR Head of Centre Principal Finance

Failure to secure Chair post 

compromises ability to 

achieve academic goals  5 x 1 

= 5

Parallel approaches made to 

UHI and HIE
3 x 1 = 3
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Estate Project Group 
Minutes 

 
UNAPPROVED Minute of the meeting of the Estates Project Group  

held on 11 September 2017 
in Fort William and by VC 

 
 
Present: Iain Turnbull (Convenor, ALC), John Hutchison, Lydia Rohmer. 
 
Christine Mackay and Hilary Stubbs (audio) were also present, their membership of this 
Group due to be confirmed by the Board at its next meeting. 
 
Attending: Matt Simpkinson, Director of Finance and Estates, Claire Wylie, College Secretary 
(Minutes). 
         
 
1. Welcome and Apologies 

 
All members were welcomed. 
 

 

2. Declarations of interest 
 
There were no declarations. 
 

 

3. Mallaig Project Update 
 
By way of introducing the two options for a new Learning Centre in Mallaig, 
the Director of Finance described the inadequate space currently available 
to staff and students. He explained that the student experience there was 
below what it was at the other Centres. The new building options brought 
onto one site the three separate entities that the Mallaig Learning Centre 
currently consisted of. The one storey option may be cheaper, although this 
was questioned, but would have relatively less space for expansion. The two 
storey option would incur the cost of a lift but gave more room for expansion.  
 
A discussion was held around parking. The Mallaig Master Plan itself was 
not clear on the issue. Currently, only parking for disabled visitors and 
deliveries was accommodated in the two options, and it was hoped that the 
public West Bay car-park might have some spaces earmarked for the 
Learning Centre. 
 
Members encouraged the College to consider a perimeter boundary of some 
sort, depending on the traffic flow around the building (http://mallaig-
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harbour.com/downloads/Masterplan.pdf). They was pleased to hear that the 
possibility of folding doors between the classrooms was being considered. 
 
Matt was currently working on the costs but he and the Principal confirmed 
that they still believed there was a strong business case for the new centre. 
Courses in Mallaig had recruited well, and there was an expectation of 
increased activity arising from the expanded marina. 
 
Finally, Matt informed the Group that the costs of taking this to the pre-
planning stage had been met from the 16-17 capital and maintenance 
funding; thus the College had not needed to use its Reserves for this 
purpose. 
 

4. CEST Project Update 
 
The SFC had given positive feedback to the draft business case for the 
Centre for Science & Technology. The formal submission will be made in 
early October, and the SFC meeting to consider all submissions would be 
held in November. After this meeting, the likelihood or otherwise of SFC 
funding would be known. However, the expectation was that confirmation of 
funding might not follow until some months later, in which case the College 
would need to make a decision about whether or not to continue investing 
after November. 
 
There were other possible sources of funding which were being explored, 
but whether these would allow the project to be financially viable was not 
clear. 
 
The College’s relationship with Liberty was discussed. At present, there 
were many new staff in place in Liberty and in the Smelter, and a consistent 
message regarding their future relationship with the College was not 
forthcoming just now. However, the Principal was currently seeking letters of 
support for CEST and she stated that general support from Liberty is in 
place. A public meeting in October about the developments would explain in 
more detail the progress and timelines for the Wheel Plant, and it may be 
some years before a full workforce is in place. Apart from the direct jobs, 
there were various formulae being used to calculate the indirect jobs arising 
so it was an uncertain situation. Whatever the various timelines, significant 
investment in housing, infrastructure and other business expansion was 
going to be made in Fort William. 
 
Although it was known that there would be a skills centre on-site, this would 
be focussing on very specific skills and would not be in competition with the 
College curriculum. 
 
The Group agreed that the Board itself should sign off the business case for 
CEST, before it goes to the SFC. 
  

 
 
 
 

5. Any Other Business 
 
5.1 Broadford accommodation 
 
In response to an enquiry, the Group was advised that finding living 
accommodation for new Broadford students had continued to prove 
problematic. A possible solution arranged with SMO had fallen through but 
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might be revived for future years.  
 
5.2 WHC and regional priorities 
 
The Principal was pleased to inform the Group that in terms of UHI estate 
priorities, WHC was well placed. Its CEST project was no 3 in the list of 
major projects; for those of under £2million, Mallaig was no 4 and Broadford 
at 5. 
 

6. Date of next meeting 
 
This would be arranged as required. 
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Executive Summary 

The 2016/2017 health and safety annual report summarises College performance and the 

programme of work carried out during the academic year, in order to work towards the 

highest standards of health and safety management. 

The report captures the diversity of activity relating to health and safety management that 

takes place in the College, whilst combining statistical information on incidents with 

explanatory information on management. 

Commitment 
 
West Highland College UHI is committed to providing and maintaining a safe and healthy 
working environment for all its employees, students, stakeholders and any other persons 
who may be affected by its activities. 
The overall responsibility for ensuring the implementation of the Health and Safety Policy 

lies with the College Board of Management and the Principal and Chief Executive.  

The College recognises that good health and safety management has positive benefits for 

the organisation and that commitment to a high level of health and safety management 

makes good business sense. 

It also recognises that health and safety management is an essential function and that it 

must therefore continually improve, update and adapt to changes. 

Successful health and safety management requires the full support and active co-operation 

of all employees and students at the College. All matters of health and safety management 

are essential factors that must be integrated within corporate and management decisions 

and embedded within the Strategic and Operational Plans. 

Performance 
 

 Health and safety performance compares favourably against the previous academic year 
with fewer RIDDOR reportable incidents, achieving the lowest RIDDOR reportable 
incident figure since 2009. 
However, there has been a higher total of recorded incidents (excluding near misses) 

resulting in injury or ill-health. 

Due to our size we need to continue to be vigilent as very small numbers of RIDDOR 

reportable incidents can greatly affect one of our key performance indicators.  

 Near-miss reporting had seen an increase over the past two years, however over the last 

12 months there has been a reduction in reports. 

Near-miss reporting is vitally important in preventing serious incidents that are less 

frequent but more harmful than near-misses. By reporting near-miss incidents we 

promote proactive safety at West Highland College UHI.  
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Further work is required in this area to achieve more proactive success, to include:-  

 Encouraging employee participation and increasing understanding of their 

crucial role in the process of reporting 

 Educating as to why near miss reporting is necessary.  

 Communicating and positively reinforcing to employees across all levels.  

 

Data on accidents are displayed within the report plus commentary and causes observed. 
 
 
Positive action taken during the year 
 
There were a number of developments this year, including:- 

 Adoption of the SHE Assure Health and Safety Management Solution for Incident 
Reporting and Risk Management 

 Revision and amendment of a number of procedures that support the health and 
Safety Policy 

 Upgrading of fire assembly areas in Fort William 

 Installation of new fire alarm systems in Kilchoan and Mallaig Marine Training Centre 

 Acquisition of PAT testing equipment and training for key personnel 

 On-going health and safety training (IOSH and LearnUpon) 

 ‘Prevent’ and ‘Protect’ training delivered to staff by Northern Constabulary 

 “Healthy, Happy You” – staff and student well-being events 
 
Next steps for the new academic year 
 
A number of initiatives were started in 2016/17 that should see results in 2017/18 
 

 Further training and full roll out of the SHE Assure Health and Safety Management 
Solution 

 Ensure student representation on the Health and Safety Committee 

 Re-visit the Health and Safety Strategy to ensure it is still relevant and fit for purpose 

and develop an over-arching health and Safety Action Plan 

 Undertake refresh of fire risk assessments for our centres 

 Introduce comprehensive premises management handbook detailing all statutory 

premises legislation, inspections and procedures 
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Summary of Activity 

Health and Safety Performance 

RIDDOR 

Table of RIDDOR Reports 

RIDDOR Reports 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 

Specified major 
injuries 

1 1 0 0 0 

Over 7 days injuries 
(staff) 

0 0 0 1 0 

Injuries to non 
workers (students) 

3 4 3 2 2 

Occupational 
Diseases 

0 1 0 0 0 

Dangerous 
Occurrences 

0 1 0 0 0 

Total 4 7 3 3 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RIDDOR Incident Details – 2016/17 

Designation Category Incident Description Centre 

HE Student 
(ATM) 

Hospital 
treatment 

Fracture Whilst descending a biking trail at 
Nevis Range the student fell from their 
mountain bike. The injured person was 
an experienced rider and had ridden 
the trail before but miscalculated the 
trail line and fell awkwardly sustaining 
a broken collar bone. 

Fort 
William 

FE Student 
(Hairdressing) 

Hospital 
treatment 

Laceration Whilst cleaning a razor after cutting 
hair, student sustained a deep cut to 
hand. Taken to hospital and butterfly 
stitches applied. Wound opened up 
again so sutures were needed 

Portree 
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RIDDOR Incident Rate per 1,000 of population 

 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 

Total  1.6 1.6 0.86 0.86 0.80 

 

 

 

The two RIDDOR injuries were for non-employees (students) who received hospital 

treatment. 

 A fractured collar bone 

 A deep cut requiring stitches 

Encouragingly the RIDDOR Incident Rate per 1000 of population decreased slightly this year 

reflecting an ongoing continual improvement over the past 5 years. 

Curriculum managers need to ensure safe working procedures and risk assessments are 

revised where appropriate and briefed to both staff and students. 

The SHE Assure Health and Safety Management Software will enable all college areas to 

manage risk assessments and safe working procedures with automated notification of 

review dates, actions and tasks. 
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Incidents by Designation 

 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 

Staff incidents 3 5 5 9 5 

Student Incidents 11 16 21 22 21 

Other incidents 1 9 6 1 0 

Total  15 30 32 32 26 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Over the past three years the frequency of student related incidents has remained constant 

whilst the number of incidents involving staff has reduced. 

Incidents categorised as involving ‘Others’ include visitors and contractors with most 

instances involving contractors. Improved management and monitoring of contractors 

whilst on College premises has a seen a marked reduction from a peak in 2013/14 down to 

zero instances during the past 12 months.  

Overall, reported incidents has decreased marginally compared to the last previous 3 

academic years. 

Work needs to be undertaken to identify if this is as a result of a true fall in incidents or an 

indication of under reporting. 

Training of staff to undertake incident reporting using the SHE Assure Health and Safety 

Software Solution needs to incorporate and reinforce the following:- 

Reporting and recording of accidents and ill health at work is a legal requirement and:- 

 gathered information enables the identification of where and how risks arise   

 allows effective investigation 

 enables enforcing authorities to help and advise on preventative action to reduce 

injury, ill health and accidental loss  

Both staff and student engagement and involvement is crucial to enable us to develop and 

bring improvement to our safety culture.  
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Incidents by Type 

 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 

Bruising 3 3 6  1 

Lacerations 2 8 4 1 3 

Sprains and strains 1 2 5 5 3 

Dislocation     1 

Fractures  2 1 2 1 

Trapped fingers    2 1 

Scald  1  1 1 

Burns  2   1 

Falls     3 

Medical issue 4 1 1 3 5 

Other 1 1 1 1  

Near Miss 4 10 14 17 6 

Total 15 30 32 32 26 
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Injuries resulting from a fall have increased substantially but 2 of the 3 reported incidents 

can be attributed to a supported learning student who has balance difficulties. A care plan is 

in place for the student and a support worker is in attendance when the student attends 

college. 

Similarly an increased number of instances categorised as ‘Medical’ have been recorded 
over the past 12 months involving students experiencing dizzy spells and fainting.                    
2 instances can be attributed to an Access to FE student who despite having prescribed 
medication was still prone to dizzy spells. In both instances he was advised to contact his 
GP.  
Other ‘Medical’ incidents were found to be isolated incidents and no actions were required 

to be put into place. 

Injuries resulting from lacerations and cuts continues to fall. An indication of the continued 

progress being made across related curriculum areas such as professional cookery and 

construction. 
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Near-Miss Reporting 

Date Near Miss Incident Detail and Recommendations Centre 

12/09/16 Student alleged to have received an electric shock from a laptop 
mains charger whilst removing from wall socket. 
Room electrics were tested and laptop charger tested and all 
found to be operating correctly. It seems as though the student 
received a static shock only 

Fort 
William 

05/10/16 A student who has balance and mobility issues fell whilst 
standing playing disability badminton. Recommended to have 
support worker seated by student when undertaking this type of 
activity 

Gairloch 

26/10/16 A student who has balance and mobility issues was playing 
boccia. As a ball was rolled towards him he attempted to block 
the ball but he fell. Student got to his feet unaided and after 15 
mins he took some paracetamol (students own) to ease any 
discomfort. Continued vigilance from staff and support worker is 
required for this student. 

Gairloch 

03/11/16 A student with impaired communication exhibited signs of 
breathing difficulties caused by a piece of food in his throat.  
Food was dislodged and student recovered. Need to meet with 
disability nurse to discuss action in case of future events. Centre 
have a stock of gloves and aprons available for staff 

Gairloch 

07/12/16 A student took a seizure as a result of a degree of excitement 
whilst on a trip to a bowling alley. The student does experience 
regular seizures and risk of seizure was identified in the risk 
assessment undertaken prior to the trip and staff appropriately 
briefed. 

Gairloch 

15/05/17 A student got into difficulty whilst paddling a stretch of the River 
Ness. The instructor got the student out of the canoe and to the 
river side. The canoe continued down the river and was caught 
in the river sluice gate. Full investigation to be undertaken and 
reported back to Health and Safety Committee  

Broadford 
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Near miss reporting has decreased and further work is required in this area to achieve more 

proactive success. 

“Proactive” means raising awareness of potential hazards and mitigation strategies BEFORE 

an injury occurs. 

Identifying and investigating near-misses is a key element to finding and controlling risks 

before persons are injured. The information gathered through near-miss reporting is 

evaluated to determine root causes and hazard mitigation strategies.  

The importance of near miss reporting should be discussed at internal meetings particularly 

those involving staff and student representatives. 
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Incidents Reported by Centre 

 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 

Auchtertyre 1  1 2 0 

Broadford 1 1 1 4 2 

Fort William 7 23 25 16 18 

Gairloch   2 6 4 

Kilchoan     0 

Kinlochleven 2    0 

Mallaig     0 

Portree 2 6 3 4 2 

Strontian     0 

Ullapool 2    0 

Total 15 30 32 32 26 

 

 

Fort William (our busiest centre) has reported the most incidents over the year, with a slight 

increase from last academic year but considerably less than the two previous years. 

Other centres, namely Auchtertyre, Broadford, Gairloch and Portree have reported a 

reduction in incidents. 

There were no incidents reported for our other remaining centres. This is surprising 

considering the level and type of activity undertaken. 

We need to ensure that ALL incidents are being recorded and as detailed earlier in this 

report work is to be undertaken to reinforce across staff in all locations the importance of 

ensuring ALL incidents are accurately reported and recorded. 

Broadford, 2

Fort William, 18

Gairloch, 4

Portree, 2

Incidents Reported by Centre - 2016/17

Auchtertyre Broadford Fort William Gairloch Kilchoan

Kinlochleven Mallaig Portree Strontian Ullapool
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Incidents by Curriculum Area 

 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 

Supported Learning 2  2 6 4 

HE Adventure 6 2 8 6 2 

FE Adventure 1 8 4 5 7 

Art 1  1  0 

Rural Studies 1   1 0 

Professional Cookery  9  3 1 

Business & Administration  1 1  0 

Construction   2  2 

Music   1 1 0 

Early Education & 
Childcare/Social Services 

  1  1 

Hairdressing    1 1 

Fashion and Textiles    1 0 

Access to FE     2 

Total 11 20 20 24 20 
 

Despite a reduction in reported incidents across the college there has been a significant rise 

in incidents within the FE Adventure Curriculum area. 

3 of these incidents occurred within the first month of term which may be attributed to new 

students undertaking activities which were unfamiliar. 

Additional health and safety briefings across the new student intake particularly in the 

Outdoor Adventure curriculum areas is to be undertaken to prevent a similar pattern at the 

start of the new academic term.  
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Display Screen Equipment (DSE) 

A total of 14 DSE self-assessments were submitted by staff in 2016-17.  

8 assessments resulted in participation in the College Concessionary Glasses Scheme for 

Computer Use. 

6 assessments resulted in the provision of footrests, back supports and chairs offering a 

greater degree of adjustment and support. 

In addition, support and guidance on posture and measures to minimise the risk of 

musculoskeletal disorders has been given. 

Through discussions with the UHI Health and Safety Practitioners Group specialist DSE 

assessors Posturite Ltd have been identified for the provision of assessments for employees 

who have been identified as having additional musculoskeletal concerns. The College will 

receive a summary of the assessment and a quote for any product recommendations. 

 

Fire Safety Management 

The College continues to operate a robust and successful fire safety management system in 

order to meet legislative requirements and meet best practice. 

The system is based on a schedule of premise fire risk assessments, risks assessments, 

inspections and audits in order to identify relevant actions needing to be addressed. 

During the year improvements were made to the fire assembly areas in Fort William; making 

then easier to access for persons with mobility issues and the fire alarm systems in Kilchoan 

and the Mallaig Marine Training Centre were replaced as the systems no longer met current 

fire protection legislation. 

  

Audit and Review 

The College’s insurers have undertaken a number of risk management Inspections 

identifying areas for improvement. Good progress is being made against identified areas 

with anticipated completion by the end of September 2017. 

The College has also undertaken a number of internal health and safety systems audits at 

Broadford, Auchtertyre, Fort William, Kilchoan, Strontian and Kinlochleven.  

The reports identified areas of good practice and included a number of recommendations 

for each location. Recommendations were prioritised as high, medium and low. 

Further inspections are to be scheduled during the next academic year covering other 

centres and curriculum areas of high risk such as construction, hairdressing, adventure 

studies and crofting and countryside skills.  
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Health and Safety Consultation 

The College Health and Safety Committee, chaired by the Principal, met on 8 occasions 

throughout 2016/17. Minutes were issues and action points tracked to ensure progress and 

improvement. 

The College struggled to find student representation for the Committee and increased 

efforts are to be made across the new student intake to recruit student members. It is vital 

we have representation not only from the student body but also across our dispersed 

estate. 

 

UHI Health and Safety Practitioners Group 

The UHI Health and Safety Practitioners Group has recently reconvened since the 

appointment of the new UHI Facilities and Procurement Manager.  

Group meetings are held quarterly with further opportunities for collaborative working and 

sharing of good practice. 

West Highland College UHI Health and Safety Checklist return to UHI is attached as 

Appendix 1 

 

Asbestos Management 

The College has entered into a contract with Marsh and Riddell to provide an Estates 

Condition Survey, identifying areas of risk and areas for repair and improvement to help 

build a 5 year investment plan. They will also be undertaking checks in order to ensure the 

College’s compliance with the Control of Asbestos Regulations 2012. 

 

Training 

Demand for IOSH training delivered through BEST continues to be strong. 

 Internal External 

IOSH Working Safely 1 413 

IOSH Managing Safely 2 18 

Total 3 431 
 

GFG Alliance who now manage the Lochaber Aluminium Smelter have placed a significant 

number of their staff on the BEST IOSH Working Safely Course whilst internal candidates 

have fallen.  

This is in part due to most staff having already received training and further training will 

comprise ‘refresher’ training. 
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Health and Safety Inductions 

Health and safety inductions for new staff continued in 2016/17 with a total of inductions 

for new staff being completed mostly face to face but a small number completed by VC. 

Mandatory training Health and Safety training for all new staff is facilitated on line using 

LearnUpon. Training is to be completed within 6 weeks of commencing employment. 

During the year 36 new members of staff completed both parts 1 and parts 2. 

Departmental managers are tasked with ensuring all their staff have completed either:- 

 IOSH Managing Safely 

 IOSH Working Safely or 

 LearnUpon Online Parts 1 & 2 

 

SHE Health and Safety Management Software 

Through a collaborative APUC (Advanced Procurement for Universities and Colleges) 

procurement exercise the College 

The SHE Assure Health & Safety Management Solution can be accessed at any time from any 

web enabled device and will support the College is ensuring compliance with health and 

health legislation and standards of best practice. 

The introduction of this software solution addresses the two recommendations from our 

recent Internal Audit undertaken by Wylie Bissett 

 

Sentencing Guidelines   (for awareness and information) 

Boards of management, leadership and executive teams need to be aware of the potential 

increased liability the College will face following a successful prosecution for a safety 

offence.  

A conviction for a safety offence could be extremely serious for the College. 

The Guideline is based on the concept that ‘culpability’ and ‘harm’ are used to determine 

the level of fine, cross-referenced against the size of the Defendant. The measure of 

‘culpability’ varies from ‘low’, where failings are minor and not systemic, to ‘very high’, 

where there has been a deliberate breach or flagrant disregard for the law. The level of 

‘harm’ is based upon the risk of harm created by the offence, which is then exacerbated if 

actual harm has occurred. 

Once the ‘culpability’ and ‘harm’ categories are established, the turnover of the College will 

be used to allocate a particular sentencing matrix. 

There are different matrices depending on the size of the organisation: 
Micro – Turnover not more than £2 million 
Small – Turnover between £2 and £10 million 
Medium – Turnover between £10 and £50 million 
Large – Turnover over £50 million 
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          Appendix 1 

 

      

 

 

 

 

Partnership 
Institutions 

Health & Safety 
Checklist 

 

 

 

Partnership Institution Details 

Name:- West Highland College UHI 

Address:- Carmichael Way 

Fort William 

Post Code:- PH33 6FF 

Tel:-   01397 874000                                                                 Email:- jane.ollerenshaw.whc@uhi.ac.uk 
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Health & Safety Policy 

No of employees:    162                   Full time           50                         Part time    112 

Is there a Safety Policy available which includes a Statement of Intent, Organisational 

Responsibilities and Arrangements? Yes 

Who is it signed by? Principal and Chair of Board of Management 

Is it regularly reviewed? Annual Review and Board Approval 

Who supplies competent health and safety advice? (Please state name and qualification) 

Fred Fudge 
Safety and Personnel Services 
GradIOSH 
 

Who accepts overall responsibility for health and safety? Principal and Chair of Board of 

Management 

Are there arrangements in place for auditing and monitoring the Policy? Yes 

 

Health and Safety Committee 

Has a Health and Safety Committee been appointed? Yes 

How often does this Committee meet? 6 weekly 

Who Chairs the Committee? Principal 

Does the Committee have terms of reference? Yes 

Are Trades Unions represented on the Committee? No 

Are non Trades Union employees represented on the Committee? Yes 

 

Risk Assessment 

Are generic risk assessments compiled, agreed and implemented? Yes 

Are Display Screen Equipment assessments carried out? Yes 

Are COSHH assessments carried out? Yes 

Are noise assessments carried out? Where applicable 

Are Manual Handling assessments carried out? Yes 

Are individual assessments carried out for new and expectant mothers? Yes 

Are Young Persons assessments carried out? Where applicable 

Are the findings of risk assessments recorded and action taken where necessary? Yes 

Are those identified as being at risk involved in the assessment or the findings conveyed to them? 

Yes 
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Please list other types of assessment compiled and recorded. 

Departmental Self Audits 
Internal Auditor Inspections 
Insurance Inspections 
Licensing Body inspection – e.g. AALA 

 

First Aid. Accident/Incident/Near Miss Reporting 

Do you have an adequate number of qualified First Aiders available at any given time? Yes 

Do you have a suitable means of recording accidents/Incidents and Near Misses? Yes 

Are written arrangements in place to assist with the investigation and reporting of accidents? Yes 

Who is responsible for reporting under RIDDOR? 

Jane Ollerenshaw (Estates and Facilities Manager) 

 

Fire 

Has a fire risk assessment been carried out by a competent person on all buildings? Yes 

Have the assessment findings been recorded and actioned upon? Yes 

How often are the fire assessments subject to review? 5 years unless significant change 

Is a suitable fire action plan in place for each building? Yes 

Do you use PEEPS (Personal Emergency Evacuation Plans)? Yes 

If necessary (more than ground floor and no fire lift), do you have evac chairs and staff trained in 

their use? Yes 

Are detection and alarm raising systems adequate? Yes 

Are alarms tested and evacuation drills carried out and recorded? Yes 

Do you have a sufficient number of staff trained as fire wardens? Yes 

Are portable fire extinguishers available and checked by a competent person? Yes 

If necessary, do assessments make particular account of halls of residence – Not Applicable 

 

Occupational Health 

Do you have written procedures to manage health and wellbeing of staff and students? Equality, 

Diversity & Wellbeing Steering Group 

Who is your Occupational Health provider? NHS Scotland 

Is sickness/absence management linked into health and safety processes? Indirectly, we have the 

following policies and guidelines: Managing Absence, Stress Management, Lone Working plus 

others 
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Do you carry out stress risk assessments/surveys? Yes 

 

Health Surveillance 

Do you have written procedures to manage Health Surveillance? As required – case by case basis 

What areas are monitored through Health Surveillance? (Please indicate) As required – case by 
case basis 
Respiratory 
Audiometric 
Occupational Dermatitis 
Hand Arm Vibration Syndrome (HAVS) 
Other 

 

Training 

Do you provide induction training to all new members of staff? Yes 

Are senior staff trained in health and safety awareness? Yes (IOSH Managing Safely) 

Are staff provided with training in general risk assessment techniques? Yes 

Are appropriate training records maintained? Yes 

 

Student Placement/Work Experience 

Do you have a written procedure to check the competency/safety awareness of potential 

providers? Yes 

Who carries out these checks? Competent persons 

Has the person carrying out the checks received adequate training to do the task? Yes 

How are these checks carried out (Visit or letter)? Visit where possible – location can be a factor 

What is checked (Please tick)?  
Insurances  
First Aid Arrangements  
Fire and Emergency Arrangements  
Accident reporting  
Welfare Arrangements  
Existence of risk assessments  
Student Induction to workplace  

 

Travel away from Premises 

Do you have robust procedures in place to deal with trips away from College eg Foreign travel, 

field trips? Yes 

Are all risks suitably assessed? Yes 
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If staff members are driving students, are their driving competencies assessed before travel? Yes 

eg minibuses 

Are procedures in place relating to unforeseen circumstances arising? Yes – dynamic risk 
assessments and documented and trained procedures 

 

Emergency/Contingency Planning 

Do you have appropriate procedures in place to manage emergency situations? Yes 

Please provide details of subjects covered:- 
Fire 
Evacuation 
Utilities loss 
Accident/Incident Reporting 
Adverse weather 
First Aid 
Major Incidents 
Overarching Business Continuity Plan 

 

Declaration: 

“The information I have provided in this questionnaire is, to the best of my knowledge, true and 

accurate” 

Signed                                                                          Position in organisation Estates and Facilities 

Manager 

Print      Jane Ollerenshaw                                                                       Date 18.01.2017 
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Cover-Paper_staff governance standard.docx Page 1 of 3 FJG Ver2 171016 

West Highland College UHI Cover Paper 
Committee/Group Name Finance and General Purpose 

Committee paper no 
FGP261017_10: 

Subject Staff Governance Handbook 

Purpose of paper 

As members may be aware, there is a section in the Code of 
Good Governance which covers Staff Governance. There are four 
items in this section. One of them reads as follows: 
 
C27 The board must comply with the nationally agreed college 
sector Staff Governance Standard. 
 
 
I attach this Standard for information. To give you complete 
assurance that the College does comply, please see a note from 
the Principal below: 
 
The code consists of five areas which we are compliant with. 
Staff should be: 
1. well informed  
2. appropriately trained  
3. involved in decisions which affect them  
4. treated fairly and consistently  
5. provided with a safe working environment. 
                 
What we are not compliant with is that this should, throughout, 
involve working with recognised trade unions, as per the bullet 
points in the (Standard) which illustrate each of the above five 
points; merely through the fact that we do not have, or indeed 
plan to have, trade union recognition. In our case, we have 
elected non-union staff representatives, who we inform and 
consult with on all issues, and we have wider staff participation 
and consultation arrangements on a whole number of areas of 
college activity relevant to the five points. …  We are compliant, 
but if trade union recognition were to be mandatory, we would not 
be. 
 
 

Strategic linkage  
Tick all that apply: 
1. WHC strategic plan ☐ 
2. Excellence for All ☐ 
3. Other strategies ☐ 
4. Risk management ☐ 
5. New opportunity/change ☐ 

Describe the linkage: 
Click to enter text. 

Content sensitivity Normal 
Resource implications 
Give details if yes 

No            Give details about resource implications 

Risk implications No Further explain risk implications 

Date paper prepared 20/09/2017 

Date of meeting 26/09/2017 

Author Claire Wylie/Lydia Rohmer 

Equality Impact Assessment 
(EIA) 

No  If no, explain why, if yes attach the EIA. 
Click or tap here to enter text.     
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Action requested 
(tick those that apply) 

For information ☒ 
For discussion    ☐ 
For endorsing    ☐ 
For decision  ☐ 

Consultation has been carried 
out with 
Staff ☐ 
Students ☐ 
UHI and Partners ☐ 
External ☐ 

Which other committees have been consulted? 
How else have you consulted? 
 
. 
 
 

Status Non-confidential 
Freedom of Information 
Can this paper be included in 
open business?* 

Yes 
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Staff Governance 
Standard
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Staff Governance Standard
Throughout the following document it is acknowledged by Scotland’s Colleges and 
STUC that staff governance issues cover all staff and recognised trades unions.

Staff Governance is defined as a system of corporate accountability for the fair and effective 
management of all staff.  Implicit in the Standard is that all legal obligations are met and that all 
policies and agreements are implemented.  

The Standard focuses on how staff in Scotland’s colleges are managed and feel they are managed.  
It recognises the pivotal role of staff in providing education and support services within Scotland’s 
colleges.  The Standard assists colleges to demonstrate that they are exemplary employers, and have 
systems in place to identify areas that require improvement and to develop action plans to address 
the issues. 

A Staff Governance Standard is a strategic framework of minimum standards, continuous 
improvement, and ongoing consultation and negotiation between the College Board, management, 
staff, recognised trades unions.

It is expected that all colleges implement a broad range of up to date staffing policies negotiated/
consulted, as appropriate, with recognised Trade Unions which reflect current good practice and 
which provide a positive platform and framework for the effective management, engagement and 
governance of all staff. 

In addition to this, the Standard, in accordance with the Information and Consultation Regulations 
(ICE), entitles all staff to be:

1. well informed
2. appropriately trained
3. involved in decisions which affect them
4. treated fairly and consistently
5. provided with a safe working environment.

There will also be processes for reviewing and evaluating all of the above areas.
Staff should be:

1. well informed through:

•	 receiving regular information about their college, and having opportunities to contribute 
ideas. Recognised trade unions, should also be part of a meaningful consultation/
negotiation system on organisational issues as appropriate at all levels.

2. appropriately trained and developed through:

•	 a minimum entitlement of 6 days pro rata CPD to all staff, to be delivered and supported 
in a manner which is meaningful to all staff and ensures that CPD activity adds value to an 
individual, team and college level.

•	 the wide promotion of training and development opportunities.
•	 meaningful and appropriate encouragement, opportunity and support for staff to use their 

skills effectively.
•	 the support of Union Workplace Representatives, Health & Safety Representatives and Union 

Learning Representatives, who are given reasonable time off for their respective duties.
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3. involved in decisions which affect them through:

•	 working in partnership to enable the involvement of all staff, through recognised trades 
unions.

•	 working together by  developing an appropriate framework within colleges with recognised 
Trade Unions to enable effective involvement in strategic college issues.  This framework will 
also provide for the opportunity to review and evaluate Staff Governance on an on-going 
basis.

4. treated fairly and consistently through:

•	 the implementation of up to date staffing policies, after negotiation/consultation as 
appropriate with the recognised trade unions, which promote good practice and which 
are communicated to all staff (including through recognised trades unions).  These policies 
should include appropriate arrangements to ensure dignity at work, eliminate discrimination 
and positively promote equality.

5. provided with a safe working environment through ensuring:

•	 effective Health & Safety arrangements are in place, which promote good practice and 
working with recognised union Health & Safety representatives.

In recommending this Staff Governance Standard, Scotland’s Colleges and STUC acknowledge that 
good practice in staff governance should apply to all staff.  As a minimum standard; appropriate 
negotiation/consultation and communication arrangements should be in place through agreed 
recognition arrangements with sector trade unions and through other arrangements in accordance 
with the Information and Consultation of Employees Regulations (2005).

General Secretary
STUC

Chief Executive
Scotland’s Colleges
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West Highland College UHI Cover Paper 
Committee/Group Name Finance and General Purpose 

Committee paper no: 
FGP260917_11 

Subject Review of policies 

Purpose of paper 

The Committee is asked to endorse the following policies which 
have been reviewed by College managers: 
Health and Safety 2017-18 
Anti-Bribery 
No Smoking 
Staff Discipline 

Strategic linkage  
Tick all that apply: 
1. WHC strategic plan ☐ 
2. Excellence for All ☐ 
3. Other strategies ☐ 
4. Risk management ☐ 
5. New opportunity/change ☐ 

Describe the linkage: 
Click to enter text. 

Content sensitivity Normal 
Resource implications 
Give details if yes 

No            Give details about resource implications 

Risk implications Choose an item. Further explain risk implications 

Date paper prepared 20/09/2017 

Date of meeting 26/09/2017 

Author       

Equality Impact Assessment 
(EIA) 

Choose an item.  If no, explain why, if yes attach the EIA. 
Click or tap here to enter text.     

Action requested 
(tick those that apply) 

For information ☐ 
For discussion    ☐ 
For endorsing    ☒ 
For decision  ☐ 

Consultation has been carried 
out with 
Staff ☐ 
Students ☐ 
UHI and Partners ☐ 
External ☐ 

Which other committees have been consulted? 
How else have you consulted? 
 
. 
 
 

Status Non-confidential 

Freedom of Information 
Can this paper be included in 
open business?* 

Yes 
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* If a paper should not be included within “open” business, please highlight below the reason. 

Its disclosure would substantially prejudice a programme of research ☐

Its disclosure would substantially prejudice the commercial interests of any person or 
organisation ☐

Its disclosure would substantially prejudice the effective conduct of public affairs ☐

Its disclosure would constitute a breach of the Data Protection Act ☐

Its disclosure would constitute a breach of confidence actionable in court ☐ 

Other (please give further details) ☐ 

For how long should a paper be withheld? 
1. Length of time needed  ☐ 
2. A condition is required ☐ 

Describe 
1. Click or tap here to enter text. 
2. Click or tap here to enter text. 

 
Further guidance on application of the exclusions from Freedom of Information legislation is available via 
http://www.itspublicknowledge.info/ScottishPublicAuthorities/ScottishPublicAuthorities.asp and 
http://www.itspublicknowledge.info/web/FILES/Public_Interest_Test.pdf 
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HEALTH & SAFETY POLICY 
2017 - 18 

 
 
 
 
 

ELT manager Director of Finance 

Responsible officer Estates and Facilities Manager 

Date first approved by BoM 
 
 

First Review Date  Annual Review 

Date review approved by BoM  

Next Review Date 01/09/2018 

Equality impact assessment Completed 

Further information (where relevant)  

 
 

 Reviewer  Date  Review Action/Impact  BoM 

Estates and Facilities 
Manager 

01/11/2016 
 

Reflecting changes following recent staff re-
structure 
 

 
 

Estates and Facilities 
Manager 

15/05/2017 
Reflecting introduction of SHE H & S 
Management System 

 

    

    

 
 

 

Commented [JO1]:  
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GENERAL STATEMENT OF POLICY 
 

 
West Highland College UHI will comply with all statutory health and safety requirements as a minimum 
standard and will ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, the health and safety of all staff, students or 
other persons affected by the activities of West Highland College UHI. 

 
West Highland College UHI will actively promote a positive safety culture with all persons affected by the 
activities of West Highland College UHI. Foreseeable hazards will be identified and risks systematically 
eliminated, reduced or controlled by workplace precautions, so far as is reasonably practicable, to minimise 
the likelihood of accidents occurring. 

 
This policy explains West Highland College UHI safety management systems including how responsibilities 
and accountabilities for controlling health and safety risks are allocated. 

 
This policy will be reviewed at a minimum of annual intervals. 

 
 
 
 

SIGNED:                                                                                      DATE:                          2017 

 
NAME:    John Hutchison  

 
Chair of the Board of Management 

West Highland College UHI 

 
 

 
SIGNED:                                                                                       DATE:              2017 

 
NAME: Lydia Rohmer 

Principal & CEO 

West Highland College UHI 
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HEALTH & SAFETY STRATEGY: 
 

To encourage and develop a vibrant health and safety culture by: 

 
 Communicating to all staff, the commitment to the General Statement of Policy 

 

 

 Gaining the commitment of all staff to the objectives and to ensure their full involvement in 

implementing those objectives. 

 

 Developing effective systems and procedures to ensure that information on legislation and codes of 

practice are communicated and complied with as a minimum standard. 

 

 To commit sufficient resources to ensure that health and safety objectives can be met. 
 

 

 Maintaining a regular system of monitoring and inspection, designed to identify situations and 

areas of concern which require improvement. 

 

 Maintaining adequate first aid and welfare facilities in all areas of West Highland College UHI 

activity. 

 

 Ensuring all staff are aware of their personal responsibilities and accountability  and are given 

formal accredited training to enable them to contribute fully in the achievement of the objectives. 

 

 Maintaining plant, equipment and systems of work that eliminate, as far as is reasonably 

practicable, any risks to the health and safety of staff and others who may be affected by College 

activities. 

 

 Preventing and controlling pollution and by reducing waste through elimination, reduction and 

recycling measures. 

 

 Maintaining adequate records to monitor and analyse safety performance, including the need to 

identify root causes through causal analysis and to communicate the outcomes to staff. 

 

 Actively promoting staff and student representation on the health & safety committee and any 

other course committees where appropriate to the provision of a safe working and learning 

environment. 

 

 Maintain a safety organisation capable of supporting this strategy. 
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THE ORGANISATION OF HEALTH & SAFETY Appendix 1 
 

 
Board of Management 

 

The Board of Management of West Highland College UHI will set the direction for health, safety and 
welfare and have overall responsibility for ensuring the health, safety and welfare of all staff, students, 
visitors or other persons affected by the organisations activities, so far as is reasonably practicable. The 
Chairman and Board members will ensure that health & safety management systems and standards are 
monitored regularly to ensure their effectiveness. 

 
Principal & Chief Executive Officer 

 

The Principal & Chief Executive Officer has the day-to-day responsibility for ensuring the health, safety and 
welfare of all staff, students, visitors or any other persons affected by the organisations activities, so far as 
is reasonably practicable, at each of the College’s Centres or where any College activities take place. 

 
The Principal & Chief Executive Officer will ensure that a Health & Safety policy is established which will be 
an integral part of the organisation’s culture, values and performance standards The Principal & CEO will 
ensure that sufficient resources are available to support the health & safety strategy and that effective 
health and safety management systems and procedures are implemented throughout West Highland College 
UHI. 

 
Executive Leadership Team (ELT) 

 

Reporting to the Principal and CEO, members of the Executive Leadership Team will have the day-to-day 
responsibility for ensuring that health and safety systems and procedures are suitably implemented in all 
areas of College activity. Members of the Executive Leadership team are responsible for the implementation 
of the College Health & Safety Policy and they will ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, full compliance 
with all statutory requirements within their respective areas of responsibility. 

 
Executive Leadership Team Members will: 

 
 Be familiar with the College Health & Safety Policy 

 Take a direct interest in its implementation 

 Ensure implementation and enforcement of all safe systems; and 

 Support those charged with carrying out the Policy 

 
Curriculum Area Leads 

 

Reporting to the Head of Curriculum, Curriculum Area Leads will ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, 
that staff under their control are aware of the College Health & Safety Policy and that the Policy is fully 
implemented in each area of defined responsibility. 

 
Curriculum Area Leads will: 

 
 Ensure that staff under their control understand and implement the College Health & Safety Policy 

 Ensure that health & safety responsibilities are understood and that safe systems are complied with 

 Ensure that risk assessments are carried out and where any significant risks are identified, the risks 
are assessed and either eliminated, reduced or precautions are put in place to minimise the risk, so 
far as is reasonably practicable. 
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Support Managers 
 

Reporting to a Line Manager, Support Managers will ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that all staff 
under their control are aware of the College Health & Safety Policy and that the Policy is fully implemented 
in each area of defined responsibility. 

 
Support Managers will: 

 
 Ensure that staff under their control understand and implement the College Health & Safety Policy 

 Ensure that health & safety responsibilities are understood and that safe systems are complied with 

 Ensure that risk assessments are carried out and where any significant risks are identified, the risks 
are assessed and either eliminated, reduced or precautions are put in place to minimise the risk, so 
far as is reasonably practicable. 

 
Health & Safety Advisor 

 

A competent person will be appointed to provide general health & safety advice to assist College Managers 
to comply with health & safety law. 

 
The Estates & Facilities Manager is the ‘nominated person’ for RIDDOR reporting on behalf of West Highland 
College UHI and will monitor health & safety systems and their implementation across all of the College 
Centres. 

 
In the absence of the ‘nominated person’, the deputy in the first instance for RIDDOR reporting will be the 
Finance Director and secondly, the College Principal & CEO. If required, the H&S Advisor will assist with the 
reporting process to ensure appropriate compliance with The Reporting of Injuries, Diseases & Dangerous 
Occurrence Regulations 2013 (RIDDOR). 

 
All staff at West Highland College UHI 

 

In accordance with the ‘general duty of care’ placed on every employee by Section 7 of the Health & Safety 
at Work etc. Act 1974, all staff will: 

 
 Take reasonable care for their own health and safety 

 
 Take reasonable care for the safety of anyone who may be affected by their acts or omissions 

 
 Co-operate with management to enable the College to fulfil its statutory obligations 

 
 Report any defects to premises and/or work equipment 

 
 Report any accidents and near misses; and 

 
 Report any health and safety concerns 
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GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS 
 

1 Emergency Procedures 
 

1.1 Fire & Evacuation Procedure: Appendix 2 
 

The procedure for the action to be taken in the event of a FIRE can be found in: 

 
 This Health & Safety Policy 

 
 On display at each Centre (this includes emergency evacuation routes and the identification of a 

designated fire assembly point) 
 

The procedure for the action to be taken during FIRE DRILLS can be found in:                      Appendix 3 

 
 This Health & Safety Policy 

 
 In all teaching, meeting rooms and communal areas at each Centre 

 
A minimum of TWO fire drills per year will be practised, assessed and recorded at EACH Centre. 

 
Emergency procedures will be identified at induction for all new staff and students. 

 
Fire alarm systems will be tested WEEKLY and a record kept at EACH Centre. 

 
All fire fighting equipment, alarms and emergency lighting will receive planned testing and maintenance at 
appropriate intervals Emergency exits, stairways, safe refuges, fire doors and walkways will be monitored 
regularly to ensure they are kept free from obstructions. Fire prevention at each location will include the 
appropriate storage of any flammable materials. On closure each evening and at weekends, building checks 
at each location will be carried  out by a nominated  person, which  will include all  emergency exists, 
windows, fire doors, heating, lighting and security arrangements. 

 
For all meetings or courses at each location, fire instructions must be advised to delegates at the outset. 

 
1.2 Major Incident Policy: 

 

West Highland College UHI recognises the importance of proactive crisis management including the 
procedure required for effective communication and public relations in the event of a major incident 
occurring at a College location or where an outdoor College activity/event is taking place. 

 
2 Accident and Incident Procedure Appendix 4 

 

Staff, students or any other person affected by the activities of West Highland College UHI must report all 
accidents, near misses and/or acts of violence which have occurred on premises controlled by West Highland 
College UHI or during any activities/events under the control of the College. Near miss reporting will be 
encouraged and all incidents, accidents and near-misses must be recorded using the SHE Health and Safety 
Management System. Where appropriate, accidents/incidents will be investigated to identify root causes as 
well as immediate and underlying causes. Through a risk control hierarchy, foreseeable risks will be 
eliminated, reduced or controlled through precautions to minimise the likelihood of incidents occurring. 
Accident statistics will be reviewed to identify trends and a monthly RIDDOR Incident Rate will be calculated. 

 
The ‘nominated person’ will be responsible for reporting work/course related RIDDOR incidents to HSE and 
UHI, should they occur at any College Centre or any other location where courses activities take place. 

Commented [JO2]: Amended to indicate utilisation of the 
SHE Assure H & S Management System in the accident and 
incident reporting process 
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3 Risk Assessment Procedure 
 

In accordance with Regulation 3 of the MHSW Regulations 1999 (as amended), the College will make a 
‘suitable and sufficient’ assessment of risks to employees and others who may be affected by the activities 
of the College including students, contractors and members of the public. 

 
Risk control measures, including the elimination, reduction and the implementation of precautions, will be 
applied through a process of hazard identification and risk evaluation. All risk assessments will be 
undertaken us ing the SHE Health and Safety Management System by a competent person in the task or 
activity being assessed and any significant risks will be recorded. College Managers will be responsible for 
ensuring that foreseeable risks within their area are assessed, controlled and recorded where appropriate. 
Review periods will be set and automated notifications will be sent to identified responsible College staff. 

 
Generic risk assessments and dynamic risk assessments will also be used where appropriate to the task, 
activity or the environment. 

 
Examples of risk assessment will include the following:- 

 
 Fire risk assessment (conducted by competent external assessors) 

 DSE workstation assessments 

 Moving and handling assessments 

 Control of Substances Hazardous to Health (COSHH) assessments 

 Personal Emergency Evacuation Plans (PEEPs) 

 Lone Working assessments 

 Assessments for new/expectant mothers, young persons and people with special needs. 

 Work Placement assessments 

 Any other areas of foreseeable significant risk 
 

Factors considered when undertaking risk assessments will be:- 

 
 Identification of foreseeable hazards 

 Assessment of the level of residual risk 

 The identification of any people at risk, including employees, internal partners, sub-contractors, 
visitors, students and members of the general public 

 Special needs and vulnerabilities of disabled persons, young persons, new or expectant mothers, 
inexperienced persons and persons with learning difficulties. 

 All risks should be eliminated, reduced or controlled so far as is reasonably practicable. 

 
Risk assessments will be reviewed at intervals in accordance with the perceived degree of risk and further 
assessments will be carried out as and when required. The degree of sophistication of a risk assessment will 
be determined by the activity concerned. Predictive risk assessments will be prepared by competent persons 
beforehand and dynamic risk assessment will be determined by competent persons at the time and used 
to enable staff and students to operate safely in any unpredictable environment that may arise. Appropriate 
Information, instruction and guidance on the principles of risk assessment will be given to staff as required. 

 
4 Audit & Review Procedure 

 

To comply with health and safety law, Health & Safety Regulations, Codes of Practice and the College Health 
& Safety Policy, a programme of internal auditing will be undertaken periodically by a competent health & 
safety person across all Centres and course activities. The audits will feedback the effectiveness of the 
College Health & Safety Policy and health & safety management system. External auditors will periodically 
check the ongoing effectiveness of the College Health & Safety Policy and health & safety management 
systems and procedures. 

Commented [JO3]: Amended to indicate utilisation of the 
SHE Assure H & S Management System in the risk 
assessment process 
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5 Housekeeping and Recycling 
 

Provision will be made by Estates for regular cleaning of office and communal areas and for the emptying of 
waste litter bins at each Centre. Recycling facilities will be made available and waste and pollution will be 
controlled and minimised. 

 
6 Health & Safety Committee Appendix 5 

 

A Health and Safety Committee will meet on a minimum of 6 occasions throughout each Academic Year as 
a forum for consultation between staff and student representatives on health and safety matters. 

 
Meeting arrangements and minutes will be prepared and distributed by the nominated person for health & 
safety. Membership of the Health & Safety Committee will include a staff representative and FE/HE student 
representatives. 

 
Staff will be encouraged to raise any health and safety concerns with their Line Manager in the first 
instance and students will be encouraged to raise any concerns with their Lecturer. If a health and safety 
matter can’t be resolved, it can be raised either with the staff or student health & safety representatives, 
the nominated person for health & safety, any other member of staff or with the College Principal & CEO. 

 
7 Health & Safety Induction Appendix 6 

 

 At each West Highland College UHI Centre, staff, students, visitors and contractors will receive an 
induction, which includes health and safety. 

 
 Staff health & safety inductions will be recorded and will include the identification of any significant 

hazards, the control measures required and the appropriate safe systems and policies in place. 

 
 Further  training,  instruction  and  supervision  will  be  provided  until  a  sufficient  and  consistent 

degree of competence is demonstrated. 

 
 An induction checklist and tracker to record health and safety inductions will be used. 

 
 Additional information can be found in the Student and Staff Handbook. 

 
8 General Duty of Care 

 

In accordance with the Health & Safety at Work etc. Act 1974, West Highland College UHI will provide, so 
far as is reasonably practicable: 

 
1. Safe plant and systems of work 

 
2. Safe use, storage, handling and transport of articles and substances 

 
3. Provision of information, instruction, training and supervision 

 
4. Safe means of access and egress, with a safe place of work 

 
5. A safe working environment. 
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9 Vehicle Parking 
 

Vehicles should be parked in marked bays at each West Highland College UHI location. Parking out-with 
marked bays can cause a hazard for other drivers and for pedestrians. At each location: 

 
 Disabled parking spaces should only be used by registered disabled drivers. 

 Drop-off zones must not be used for parking, even for short periods of time. 

 Vehicles longer than a standard car must not overhang pavements when parked. 

 Reverse parking of vehicles in car parking bays is recommended. 

 
For more detailed information please refer to the Traffic and Parking Regulations Policy. 

 
10 Autumn and Winter Conditions 

 

The likelihood of slip and trip accidents increases during the autumn and winter periods when there is less 
daylight, leaves fall onto paths and ice and snow may be on the ground. To minimise the risk of slips and 
trips, provision will be made at each Centre to spread grit/sand over walkways and car parks during adverse 
autumn and/or winter conditions to facilitate safe access and egress. 

 
11 Manual Handling 

 

In Accordance with the Manual Handling Operations Regulations 1992 (as amended), Manual handling 
assessments will be carried out if there is a foreseeable risk of injury and the relevant people will be 
informed of the results of the assessments with suitable the control measures identified. Appropriate 
information, instruction and training and will be provided as and when required. 

 
12 Work Equipment 

 

Work equipment will be appropriate for the task and suitably maintained in accordance with The Provision 
and Use of Workplace Equipment Regulations 1998 – PUWER. Training, information and instruction will be 
available for all staff, trainees and students. Inspection records will be completed and updated where 
appropriate by suitably competent persons. 

 
All electrical equipment will be visually inspected by users to determine suitability before use and any 
electrical repairs required will only be undertaken by a competent person. Portable electrical appliances 
used within offices/rooms and communal areas will receive planned, recorded maintenance by a 
competent person in accordance with The Electricity at Work Regulations 1989. Laptops or other portable 
electrical equipment which can be plugged into a mains supply will be tested beforehand. 

 
13 First Aid 

 

The Health and Safety (First-Aid) Regulations 1981 (as amended) require that we provide adequate and 
appropriate equipment, facilities and personnel to ensure all staff can receive immediate attention if they 
are injured or taken ill at work. 

 
An assessment of needs will be undertaken by a competent person to determine the degree of first aid 
provision required at each Centre or course location. Adequate and appropriate provision will then be 
provided following the initial assessment. Within the assessment of needs, provision will also be made for 
non-employees such as students and members of the public. A first aider is defined as ‘someone who has 
undergone a 3-day HSE approved first aid training course and an appointed person is someone who has 
been appointed to call an ambulance, look after the first aid box and keep a record of any treatments. 

 
At each Centre or course location where the need for trained first aiders is identified, they will be appointed 
in accordance with the assessment of needs. Where a trained first Aider is not required, an appointed 
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person will be nominated to look after first aid equipment, first aid facilities and for contacting the 
emergency services should this be necessary. 

 
The minimum first aid provision at each Centre or where course activities take place will be: 

 
 a suitably stocked first aid container 

 an appointed person to take charge of first aid arrangements 

 Information for staff and students regarding first aid arrangements 

 
First aid treatments will be recorded and reports will be sent to the nominated person where they will be 
recorded in an Accident Book and kept securely to comply with the Data Protection Act 1998. 

 
14 Hygiene Guidelines 

 

All persons using West Highland College UHI premises will be encouraged to take responsibility for 
maintaining a high standard of hygiene.  Hand- sanitisers and antiseptic wipes will be provided where 
required following a risk assessment by a competent person. 

 
15 Working or Course Activity at Height 

 

In accordance with The Work at Height Regulations 2005, no member of staff, trainee, student, internal 
partner or contractor will undertake any work/course activity at height on the premises of West Highland 
College UHI or during any external activity/course without a suitable and sufficient risk assessment being 
completed beforehand by a competent person. 

 
16 Substances Hazardous to Health (COSHH) 

 

In accordance with The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002, at all Centres, cleaning 
chemicals will be securely stored in locked cupboards. Where these chemicals are brought on site by sub-
contracting cleaning companies, they will ensure that the chemicals are suitably risk assessed and stored 
safely. Sub-contracted cleaning companies are required to ensure the safety of their own employees and 
other persons affected by their company’s activities including College staff, trainees, students, internal 
partners, visitors and contractors. 

 
ASBESTOS: - Diseases associated with asbestos arise when asbestos fibres are inhaled and then penetrate 
deep into the lung. Any work involving asbestos or where asbestos is suspected, will be carried out in 
accordance with The Control of Asbestos Regulations 2012 and Approved Code of Practice and any asbestos 
removal required will be done in accordance the Asbestos Licensing Regulations. The use of any new 
asbestos containing materials (ACMs) is prohibited. 

 
In accordance with The Control of Asbestos Regulations 2012, and where the College is recognised as the 
duty holder i.e. where the College is clearly responsible for the maintenance and repair of the building, the 
College will take all reasonable steps to establish if there are materials containing asbestos in the Centre 
and if so, the amount, where it is and what condition it is in. If there is any doubt, materials will always be 
presumed to contain asbestos and the duty to manage under the regulations will apply. 

 
For each Centre, Estates will prepare and keep up-to-date, a record of the location and condition of the 
asbestos containing materials, or any materials which are presumed to contain asbestos. 
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17 Pool Vehicle Procedure 
 

The College provides pool cars for staff travelling for business purposes only and the use of pool cars should 
be the first option and staff should refer to the WHC Pool Vehicle Procedure for further details. To minimise 
risk as low as reasonably practicable by reducing the need to drive between Centres, managers should 
encourage staff to use video conferencing or other methods of communication whenever possible. Where 
staff can’t use a pool car for a valid reason and are authorised to use their own vehicle for business travel 
they are advised to inform their insurance company to ensure they have the appropriate comprehensive 
business insurance cover in place. Staff who use their own vehicle for business travel, will be required to 
provide evidence of an up-to-date MOT (where applicable), appropriate business car insurance and a valid 
driving licence. 
When driving on company business, staff are responsible for the safety of themselves and for others and 
for compliance with the Highway Code. Mobile phones should not be used while driving and staff are 
encouraged to plan their journey so that they:- 

 
 Do not drive when tired; and 

 Do not rush to get to their destination 

 
The following additional arrangements should also be taken into account:- 

 
 Staff should consider weather and road conditions if planning winter journeys; and 

 Staff should make arrangements to ensure it will be noticed if they do not arrive at their destination 
or their home at or near the expected arrival time (see Lone Working Policy & Procedure and the 
Adverse Weather Procedure. 

 
18 Appointment of Contractors 

 

In accordance with HSE Guidance, contractors under the control of West Highland College UHI will be 
provided with a current copy of the College Health and Safety Policy and be advised of any foreseeable 
significant risk(s) identified and of the existing control measures already in place. Construction projects will 
be undertaken in accordance with the Construction, Design & Management Regulations (where 
appropriate). Selection of contractors will be from an approved list held by the Estates & Facilities Manager 
and contractors must operate to at least the minimum legal standard and use accepted industry good 
practice. 

 
Such contractors include organisations or individuals contracted to supply cleaning, maintenance, statutory 
inspections, outdoor instruction etc. Contractors will be asked to provide a copy of their health and safety 
policy, examples of risk assessments/method statements, safe systems of work and accident performance 
including any enforcement action or prosecutions. 

 
Contractors are prohibited to work at West Highland College UHI, without the appropriate authorisation 

from the Estates & Facilities Manager, a Centre Manager or other nominated senior person. Permits to 
Work (PTW) are required for any high risk activities and contractors must keep a copy of the permit at their 
place of work and the permit issuer must keep a copy for inspection and control. The level of supervision 
required will depend on the degree of risk and will be determined by the permit issuer. No equipment will 
be used or activities take place until a permit to work has been signed off and the area declared safe by the 
permit issuer. 

 
19 Smoking 

 

West Highland College UHI operates a NO SMOKING RULE within all enclosed or substantially enclosed 
work places in line with current legislation to provide smoke free areas in public areas and work places. 
Designated external areas for smoking will be identified at each Centre and no smoking signs will be 
displayed in all appropriate areas. 
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To further comply with the general duty of care to all students and staff, smoking is also prohibited close to 
where any students/staff are present as part of any external West Highland College course or activity. 

 

20 Alcohol and Drugs 
 

The consumption of alcohol is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN at all West Highland College UHI premises and during 
any external WHC activities/courses. The consumption of alcohol is only permitted on special occasions if 
authorised directly by the College Principal. In the absence of the College Principal, a nominated deputy 
Principal from the ELT can authorise. 

 
The use/abuse of non-prescribed drugs or substances such as solvents is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN at all West 
Highland College UHI premises and during external College activities/courses. Anyone found in possession 
of these substances will be reported to the police. It is advised that any individual who is on prescribed 
medication or has a medical condition should carry details with them at all times to enable a First Aider to 
deal with a situation that may arise, as effectively as possible. 

 

In accordance with internal procedures, West Highland College UHI staff will be provided with information 
on how to deal with situations involving alcohol, drugs or potentially violent situations. 

 
21 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 

 

In accordance with the Personal Protective Equipment Regulations 2002, at each Centre or course location, 
an assessment of risk will be done by a competent person beforehand to determine if PPE is required for 
any task or activity organised by West Highland College UHI. If as a result of the risk assessment PPE is 
deemed necessary to meet statutory obligations, suitable and appropriate PPE will be provided free of 
charge unless the risk can be controlled adequately by other means. The use pf PPE will always be considered 
as a last resort and other control measures will be considered in the first instance. 

 
22 Display Screen Equipment 

 

In accordance with the Health & Safety (Display Screen Equipment) Regulations 1992, staff that use display 
screen equipment in excess of 1-hour continuously every working day, will be designated as either ‘definite 
users’ or ‘possible users’. Staff will complete a DSE self-assessment checklist as a first step to assessing the 
suitability of their workstation and if staff indicate possible problems, workstations will be reassessed by a 
trained workstation assessor and where/if required, further controls will be identified to reduce risks as low 
as reasonably practicable. 

 
Staff will be made aware of the provision of eye and eyesight testing including the provision of special 
spectacles if they are needed following confirmation from a qualified optician and the submission of a 
prescription as per the College procedure. 

 
23 Lone Working 

 

Health & Safety law requires employers to deal with health and safety risks before people are allowed to 
work alone. In accordance with The HASAW etc. Act 1974 and the Management of Health & Safety at Work 
Regulations 1999, Lone working at West Highland College UHI will be subject to risk assessment for any 
predictable hazards and dynamic risk assessment for any unpredictable hazards that may arise. 

 
To ensure the health, safety and welfare of lone workers including those driving for business reasons, the 
College will ensure that there are suitable and sufficient systems in place to minimise risk as low as is 
reasonably practicable. Staff should refer to the Lone Working Policy & Procedure for further details. 
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24 Bulk LPG Storage 
 

Where there is a bulk LPG storage tank at a College Centre, the tank will be owned by the supplier of the 
LPG and they will look after the maintenance of the tank and its fittings. The College will ensure that the 
tank is sited safely, there is suitable ventilation and safe conditions around the tank, there is safe access for 
the tanker to offload, there is adequate security, there is impact protection from vehicle movements and 
suitable emergency arrangements have been considered and are in place. 

 
25 Outdoor Activity Guidelines 

 

Standard Operating Procedures and the Adventure Activities Licensing Authority (AALA) licences for outdoor 
activities are held by the Department of Adventure. Safety standards and licencing requirements are in 
accordance with the Guidance from the Licencing Authority, the Adventure Activities Licencing 
Regulations 2004 and The Activity Centres (Young Persons’ Safety) Act 1995. Detailed operating procedures 
for outdoor activities can be found in the West Highland College UHI Department of Adventure Studies. 

 
26 Maritime Training Guidelines 

 

West Highland College UHI Learning & Marine Training Centre based in Mallaig, delivers a range of marine 
training courses. All trainers are approved and have a wide range of practical maritime experience in 
seamanship skills. Detailed operating procedures can be found at the West Highland College UHI Learning 
and Marine Training Centre, Mallaig. 

 
27 Food Hygiene Guidelines 

 

West Highland College UHI training and commercial kitchens will be registered with the Local 
Environmental Health Authority for the preparation and selling of food and current licences will be displayed 
in accordance with the Food Safety Act 1990 and the Food Hygiene (Scotland) Regulations 2006. To minimise 
risk, procedures in accordance with the Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP) principles will 
be available in both Training Kitchens. 

 

28 Environmental Guidelines 
 

West Highland College UHI is committed to ensuring that procedures are in place to recycle and correctly 
dispose of waste materials to ensure that no pollutants are released into the surrounding environment at 
any of the West Highland College UHI locations. Preventative measures will be put in place to responsibly 
reduce waste and prevent pollution at all locations. If waste is produced, it will be stored safely and 
securely before being disposed of in the correct manner and in accordance with legislation. 

 
29 Information, Instruction and Training 

 

The Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH) Managing Safely and Working Safely accredited 
health and safety training courses will be delivered to staff at an appropriate level to raise awareness and 
provide evidence of formal training and competency. Training programmes will ensure that all staff are 
aware of their responsibilities and accountabilities under health and safety legislation including the need to 
be aware of and comply with all West Highland College UHI health & safety policies and procedures. 

 
30 Statutory Inspections 

 

All relevant equipment will receive planned maintenance and inspection at each College Centre by a 
competent person at intervals in accordance with appropriate statutory regulations and insurance 
requirements. Statutory inspections under health & safety legislation will include equipment such as boilers, 
pressure systems, lifting equipment, passenger lifts and any other safety critical equipment. A register of 
all statutory inspections at each Centre will be kept and maintained by Estates & Facilities. 
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31 Student Work Placements 
 

Students on work placement experience are given the same protection as any other member of a workforce. 
The work experience provider (the employer) is best placed to assess any workplace risks and put relevant 
control measures in place. There is no requirement for the work placement organiser to duplicate this 
process only to check that suitable and sufficient control measures are in place. Employers who provide 
West Highland College UHI students with work placement experience, will do so in accordance with the West 
Highland College UHI Work Placement Policy and relevant statutory provisions. 

 
Before a work placement commences, checks will be carried out by the College Work Placement Organiser 
to ensure that any workplace risks are appropriately identified and controlled by the work experience 
provider. Additional health & safety advice is available to the Work Placement Organisers from the College 
Health & Safety Advisor. Current work placement assessments by an approved external work placement 
organiser can also be used to minimise duplication. 

 
32 Health & Safety Information 

 

Internal health and safety information is available from the Estates & Facilities Manager, Health & Safety 
Advisor, Staff H&S Representative and/or the Student H&S Representative. 

 
H&S information can be found on the HSE Law Poster which is located at each College Centre. 

The current Employers Liability Insurance Certificate is displayed at each College Centre. 

External health and safety information is available from the Health & Safety Executive (HSE) website. 

 
33 Policy Review 

 

This policy will be reviewed annually or sooner if there is a significant change required to the policy. 
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THE ORGANISATION OF HEALTH & SAFETY APPENDIX 1 
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Commented [JO4]: Modified organisation document 
reflecting current management structure and relationship to 
H & S function 
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FIRE EVACUATION PROCEDURE APPENDIX 2 
 
 
 
 

A DESIGNATED FIRE ASSEMBLY POINT WILL BE IDENTIFIED AT EACH CENTRE 
 

 
 
 

ON DISCOVERING A FIRE: 
 

o Sound the fire alarm by breaking a fire alarm glass. 
 

ON HEARING THE FIRE ALARM: 
 

o When the fire alarm sounds, all persons must immediately evacuate via the nearest fire exit. 
 
o Close all doors as you leave and under no circumstances stop to collect personal belongings or carry out 

any task which would delay you leaving. 
 
o All persons must assemble at the Designated Assembly Point (under no circumstances should any 

person enter a vehicle in the car park). 

 
o Under no circumstances should a lift be used in the event of a fire occurring. 

 
o People who require assistance to evacuate buildings, should act in accordance with their Personal 

Emergency Evacuation Plan (PEEP). The person accompanying them should assist in accordance with 
the PEEP and if further assistance is required, wait for a fire warden. If further assistance to evacuate is 
required, the fire warden should contact the fire coordinator via a mobile phone on the number 
displayed in each refuge point, to request further assistance. Where evacuation is from a floor above 
ground level, a suitable number of staff will be trained in the safe use of an evacuation chair. On no 
account should any person be left unattended at a fire refuge point. 

 
o If a fire alarm sounds, fire Wardens must report to the fire coordinator to check that all areas will be 

suitably covered and then when checks of the building are complete, fire wardens should report again 
to the fire coordinator at a Designated Assembly Point to ensure that all persons are accounted for. 

 
o Course trainers’ or representatives from courses or meetings being held on the premises must report to 

the fire coordinator at the Designated Assembly Point to confirm that all persons are accounted for. 
 
o Only when the alarm has stopped sounding and the all clear has been given by an Authorised Person, 

should any person re-enter a building: 
 

 At a fire drill the ‘all clear’ will be given by the fire coordinator 

 
 At all other times, the ‘all clear’ will be given by the Officer-in-Charge of the emergency services 

after the building has been checked and declared safe 

 
o No person will re-enter a building until the alarm has stopped sounding and the ‘all clear’ has 

been given by an Authorised Person. 
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Nominated Person 
 

Role/responsibility 

Campus Steward or other 
nominated person 

 Contacts the Fire Alarm Call Centre to take the fire alarms 
temporarily off-line for a fire drill (where appropriate). 

 
 Activates an alarm and records the fire drill. 

 
 Resets and silences the alarm on completion. 

Fire Co-ordinator or Deputy  Confirms that fire wardens are available, relocates to the 
Designated Assembly Point wearing a fluorescent jacket 
for identification, and takes a charged mobile phone and 
the visitor book. 

 
 Is responsible for roll call and accounting of personnel. 

 
 At a fire drill, declares the ‘all clear’ when all persons are 

accounted for and declares when buildings can be re- 
entered. 

Fire Wardens  Report to the Fire Coordinator when  an  alarm sounds, 
ensures evacuation of all personnel by checking every 
room  is  clear  without  endangering  themselves,  reports 
back to the Fire Coordinator or other nominated person at 
the Designated Assembly Point. 

 
 Where appropriate, checks fire refuges are clear at each 

end of upper floor levels and assists with evacuation if 
required. 

 
 Assists with the safe use of an evacuation chair where 

required and trained to do so. 

 
 Wears a designated fire warden badge/vest. 

 
 Carries a charged mobile phone to contact the Fire 

Coordinator or other nominated person if required. 

Evacuated personnel  Personnel will immediately evacuate to the Designated 
Assembly Point and comply with instructions given by the 
Fire Coordinator or any other Authorised Person. 

 

 

 Where applicable, assistance will be provided for persons 
to evacuate the buildings in accordance with their PEEP 

 
 Evacuated personnel will remain at the Designated 

Assembly Point, until instructed otherwise by the Fire 
Coordinator or the Emergency Services 

 

NOTES: 
1) Fire drill should ALWAYS be treated as if a real fire had occurred. 
2) If an automatic fire warning system is disabled for repair or maintenance, interim arrangements 

must be put in place to warn people should an evacuation be required. 
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Role: 
 

Designation: 

 

Chair 
 

Principal & CEO 

 

Secretary to the Committee 
 

Estates and Facilities Manager 

 

ELT Representative (Vice Chair) 
 

Director of Finance  

 

Department Representative 
 

Estates & Facilities Manager 

 

Department Representative 
 

HR Manager 

 

Department Representative 
 

Hospitality Course Leader 

 

Department Representative 
 

Outdoor Activities Coordinator 

 

SWR Representative 
 

Campus Steward (Portree) 

 

WHC Staff Representatives 
 

Employability Manager 
Course Lecturer 

 

Health & Safety Advisor 
 

External Representative 

 

HE Student Representative 
 

Vacant 

 

FE Student Representative 
 

Vacant 
 

 
 

Frequency of Meetings: 
 

Meetings to take place every 6 - weeks unless there is a need for an extraordinary meeting. 
 

Meeting Arrangements: 
 

Meeting arrangements, minutes of meetings and meeting papers will be co-ordinated by Estates & Facilities 
Manager. 

 

Committee Membership: 
 

As above. 

Commented [JO7]: Vice Chair role to deputise for Chair 
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I confirm I have received an induction in health & safety: 

 
Name:   Date:    

 

 
 

Signature:    
 

 
Job Title:    

 

 
 

Induction By:      

ITEM Complete 
Health and Safety Policy  

Issue Policy Document    

  

Emergency Procedures:  

Fire exits    

Assembly Point    

Action to take on discovering a fire    

Action to take on hearing the fire alarm    
Weekly testing    

Alarm Points (break-glasses)    

Fire extinguishers    
  

Health and Safety Concerns:  

Person(s) to contact    
  

Policies, Procedures, Risk Assessments, Templates:  

S:\Health & Safety/    

http://staff.whc.uhi.ac.uk/    

  

Environment:  

Housekeeping    

Recycling    

Waste disposal    

  

Display Screen Equipment (DSE) Checklist:  

Self-assessment checklist and eye/eye sight testing procedures    

  

Accident and Incident Reporting:  

Demonstration and training on SHE Assure H & S Management System    

Accident and incident reporting procedures    

RIDDOR reporting (Nominated Person)    

  

First Aid Arrangements:  

First Aiders    

First Aid Boxes    

Data Protection requirements    

Commented [JO8]: Updated to reflect training 
requirement at induction on SHE Assure Accident and 
Incident Reporting 
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1.  Introduction 
 

 
1.1 This document sets out the College’s policy and advice to employees in dealing 

with bribery or suspected bribery. 

 
1.2 The Bribery Act 2010, which came into force on 1 July 2011, introduced a new, 

clearer regime for tackling bribery that will apply to all businesses based or operating 
in the UK. It covers all sorts of bribery, the offering and receiving of a bribe, directly 
or indirectly, whether or not it involves a public official, in the UK or abroad. There 
are offences by individuals, and a corporate offence for corporate and partnerships, 
and penalties for non-compliance are serious. 

 
1.3 Bribery is a criminal offence for both individuals and commercial organisations and 

can be punished with imprisonment of up to 10 years or unlimited fines. Ministry of 
Justice guidance on Adequate Procedures (S7 Paragraph 35) states that “As 
regards bodies incorporated, or partnerships formed, in the UK, despite the fact 
that there are many ways in which a body corporate or a partnership can pursue 
business objectives, the Government expects that whether such a body or 
partnership can be said to be carrying on a business will be answered by applying a 
common sense approach. So long as the organisation in question is incorporated 
(by whatever means), or a partnership, it does not matter if it pursues primarily 
charitable or educational aims or purely public functions. It will be caught if it engages 
in commercial activities, irrespective of the purpose for which profits are made. If any 
employee was accused of bribery, the College’s reputation might be damaged 
considerably, and subsequent enforcement action would be time- consuming and 
hinder the College from focusing on its core business and service delivery. 

 
1.4 It is therefore the policy of the college to prohibit any form of bribery or corrupt 

practices, whether covered directly by The Bribery Act 2010 or not. The policy 
applies to the College, all of its employees and anyone acting for, or on behalf of, the 
College (“associated persons”), including governors, other volunteers, temporary 
workers, consultants and contractors, independent of their grade and position, and 
shall be respected at all times. 

 

2.  Definitions 
 

2.1 Definitions for bribery and corruption very, but both are covered within The Bribery Act 
2010. Some common definitions are: 

 
Bribery – “Inducement for an action which is illegal, unethical or a breach of trust. 
Inducements can take the form of gifts, loans, fees, rewards or other advantages”. 
Appendix A is a summary of The Bribery Act 2010. 
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Corruption – This can be broadly defined as the offering or acceptance of 
inducements, gifts, favours, payment or benefit-in-kind which may influence the 
action of any person. Corruption does not always result in a loss. The corrupt 
person may not benefit directly from their deeds; however, they may be 
unreasonably using their position to give some advantage to another. 

 
It is a common law offence of corruption to bribe the holder of a public offence and it 
is similarly an offence for the office holder to accept a bribe. 

 

3. Scope 
 
 
3.1 This policy relates to all forms of bribery and is intended to provide direction and 

help to employees who may identify, or suspect bribery. The overall aims of the 
policy are to: 

 improve the knowledge and understanding of everyone in the College, irrespective 
of their position, and the risk of bribery within the organisation and its unacceptability 

 assist in promoting a climate of openness and a culture and environment where 
staff feel able to raise concerns sensibly and responsibly 

 set out the College’s responsibilities in terms of the deterrence, prevention, 
detection and investigation of bribery and corruption 

 ensure the appropriate sanctions are considered following an investigation, which 
may include any of the following: 
‐ criminal prosecution 
‐ civil prosecution 
‐ internal/external disciplinary action (including professional/regulatory bodies) 

 
 
3.2 This policy applies to all employees of the College regardless of position held, as 

well as those acting on behalf of the College, including governors, other volunteers, 
temporary workers, consultants, contractors, and/or any other parties who have a 
business relationship with the College. It will be brought to the attention of all 
employees and Board members, and will form part of the induction process for new 
staff and Governors. It is incumbent on all of the above to report any concerns they 
may have concerning bribery. 

 
3.3 In implementing this policy, managers must ensure that all staff are treated fairly 

and within the provision and spirit of the College’s Equal Opportunities Policy. The 
College has procedures in place that reduce the likelihood of bribery occurring. 
These include Standing Orders, Financial Regulations, documented policies and 
procedures, including on public interest disclosure, a system of internal control 
(including Internal and External Audit) and a system of risk assessment. 

 
4. Policy 
 
 
4.1.1 All employees have a personal responsibility to protect the College from bribery or 

corruption, are responsible for maintaining the highest standards of business 
conduct and are expected to behave honestly and with integrity. 
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4.1.2 The College is absolutely committed to maintaining an honest, open and 
constructive culture so as best to fulfil its’ objective. It is, therefore, also committed 
to the elimination of bribery, to the rigorous investigation of any such allegations 
and to taking appropriate action against wrong doers, including possible criminal 
prosecution. 

 
4.1.3 All gifts, payments or any other contribution whether in cash or in kind, shall be 

documented, regularly reviewed, and properly accounted. 

 
4.1.4 The College procures goods and services ethically and transparently with the 

quality, price and value for money determining the successful supplier/contractor, 
not by receiving (or offering) improper inducements. The College will not engage in 
any form of bribery, either in the UK or abroad. 

 
4.1.5 The College prohibits employees and associated persons from offering, giving, 

soliciting or accepting any bribe in any way, or to give, or be perceived to have 
given, a financial or other advantage to any person (whether a UK or foreign public 
official, political candidate, party official, private individual, private or public sector 
employee or any other person) in order to induce that person to perform his/her 
functions or activities improperly. The bribe might include cash, a gift or other 
inducement, to or from any person or organisation, whether they are situated, and 
irrespective of whether or not they are a public official/body or private person or 
company, by an individual governor, employee, agent or other person or body 
acting on the College’s behalf. The bribe might be in order to: 

 
 Gain any commercial, contractual or regulatory advantage for the College in 

a way which is unethical; 

 
 Gain any personal advantage, pecuniary, or otherwise, for the individual or 

anyone connected with the individual. 

 
4.1.6 The College may, in certain circumstances, be held responsible for acts of bribery 

committed by intermediaries acting on its behalf such as subsidiaries, clients, 
business partners, contractors, suppliers, agents, advisors, consultants or other 
third parties. The use of intermediaries for the purpose of committing acts of 
bribery is prohibited. 

 
4.1.7 All intermediaries shall be selected with care, and all agreements with intermediaries 

shall be concluded under terms that are in line with this policy. The College will 
contractually require its agent and other intermediaries to comply with the Anti 
Bribery Policy and top keep proper books and record available for inspection by the 
College, auditors or investigating authorities. Agreements with agents and other 
intermediaries shall at all times provide for the necessary contractual mechanisms 
to enforce compliance with the anti-bribery regime. The College will monitor 
performance and, in case of non- compliance, require the correction of 
deficiencies, apply sanctions, or eventually terminate the agreement even if this 
may result in a loss of business. 
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4.1.8 All employees should be aware that bribery will normally be regarded as a serious 
disciplinary offence which will be addressed in accordance with the College’s 
existing disciplinary policy and associated procedures. 

 
4.2 FACILITATION PAYMENTS 
 
 
4.2.1 “Facilitation payments” are payments made to secure or expedite the performance 

of a routine action by a government official or agency to which the payer (or the 
company) has legal or other entitlement. 

 
4.2.2 Facilitation payments are prohibited under The Bribery Act like any other form of 

Bribe. They shall not be given by the College or the College’s employees in the 
UK or any other country. 

 

5. Gifts and Hospitality 
 
 
5.1.1 This policy is not intended to prohibit appropriate corporate entertainment and/or 

hospitality undertaken in connection with the College’s business activities, 
provided the activity is customary under the circumstances, is proportionate, and is 
properly recorded/disclosed to the College in accordance with its procedures. 

 
5.1.2 Courtesy gifts and hospitality must not be given or received in return for services 

provided or to obtain or retain business but shall be handled openly and 
unconditionally as a gesture of esteem and goodwill only. Gifts and hospitality 
shall always be of symbolic value, appropriate and proportionate in the 
circumstances, and consistent with local customs and practices. They shall not be 
made in cash. Please refer to the College’s Gifts and Hospitality guidance and 
register for more guidance. 

 

6. Political and Charitable Contributions 
 
 
6.1 The College does not make any contributions to politicians, political parties or 

election campaigns. 

 
6.2 As a responsible member of society, the College may take charitable donations. 

However, these payments shall not be provided to any organisation upon 
suggestion of any person of the public or private sector in order to induce that 
person to perform improperly the function or activities which he or she is expected 
to perform in good faith, impartially or in a position of trust or to reward that person 
for the improper performance of such function or activities. 

 
6.3 Any donations and contributions must be ethical and transparent. The recipient’s 

identity and planned use of the donation must be clear, and the reason and 
purpose for the donation must be justifiable and documented. All charitable 
donations will be publicly disclosed. 

 
6.4 Donations to individuals and for-profit organisations and donations paid to private 

accounts are incompatible with the College’s ethical standards and are prohibited. 
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7. Sponsoring 
 
 
7.1 Sponsoring means any contribution in money or in kind by the College towards an 

event organised by a third party in return for the opportunity raise the College’s 
profile. All sponsoring contributions must be transparent, pursuant to a written 
agreement, for legitimate business purposes, and proportionate to the 
consideration offered by the event host. They may not be made towards events 
organised by individuals or organisations that have goals incompatible with the 
College’s ethical standards or that would damage the College’s reputation. All 
sponsorships will be publicly disclosed. 

 
7.2 Where commercial sponsorship is used to fund the College’s training events, 

training materials and general meetings, the sponsorship must be transparent, 
pursuant to a written agreement, for legitimate business purposes, and proportionate 
to the occasion. Where meetings are sponsored by external sources, that fact must 
be disclosed in the papers relating to the meeting and in any published 
minutes/proceedings. 

 
7.3 Where sponsorships links to the development of guideline and advice, this should 

be carried out in consultation with the College’s nominated member of the senior 
management team. 

 

8. Raising Concerns 
 
 

8.1 Employees and associated persons are requested to remain vigilant in preventing, 
detecting and reporting bribery. Employees and associated persons are expected 
to report any concerns regarding any suspected bribery in accordance with the 
College’s procedures outlined in the College Public Interest Disclosure Policy, 
which will be rigorously enforced, so that no individual will suffer any detrimental 
treatment as a result of reporting reasonably held suspicions. The Public Interest 
Disclosure Act 1998 came into force in July 1999 and gives statutory protection, 
within defined parameters, to staff who make disclosures about a range of subjects, 
including bribery and corruption, which they believe to be happening within the 
organisation employing them. Within this context, “reasonably held” means  
suspicions  other  than  those  which  are  raised  maliciously  and  are 
subsequently found to be groundless. 

 
8.2 Any unfounded or malicious allegations will be subject to a full investigation and 

appropriate disciplinary action. 

 

9. Roles and Responsibilities 
 
 
9.1 THE BOARD 
 
 
9.1.1 The Board has a duty to ensure that it provides a secure environment in which to 

work, and one where people are confident to raise concerns without worrying that 
it will reflect badly on them. This extends to ensuring that staff feel protected when 
carrying out their official duties and are not placed in a vulnerable position. If staff 
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have concerns about any procedures or processes that they are asked to be 
involved in, the College has a duty to ensure that those concerns are listened to 
and addressed. 

 
9.1.2 The Board and/or the Accounting officer will be liable to be called to account for 

failing to prevent bribery. The College therefore has a duty to ensure employees 
receive adequate training and support in order to carry out their responsibilities.  
 
Therefore, the Principal and/or another nominated member of the senior 
management team will monitor and ensure compliance with this policy. 

 
9.2 EMPLOYEES 
 
 
9.2.1 For the purposes of this policy, “Employees” include the College’s staff, Board of 

Directors, volunteers, temporary workers, consultants and contractors. 

 
9.2.2 Directors and staff at all levels will lead by example in acting with utmost integrity 

and ensuring adherence to all relevant regulations, policies and procedures. 

 
9.2.3 Employees must act in accordance with the College’s Staff Codes of Conduct and 

Standing Orders which include guidance on the receipt of gifts or hospitality. 

 
9.2.4 Employees who are involved in receiving offers of sponsorship, funding or gifts 

from outside agencies also should comply with their own professional codes of 
practice where applicable. 

 
9.3 MANAGERS 
 
 
9.3.1 Line managers at all levels have a responsibility to ensure that an adequate 

system of internal control exists within their areas of responsibility and that controls 
operate effectively. The responsibility for the prevention and detection of bribery 
therefore primarily rests with managers but requires the co-operation of all 
employees. 

 
9.3.2 As part of that responsibility, line managers need to: 
 
 
 inform staff of the College’s Code of Conduct and counter fraud and anti 

bribery policies as part of their induction process, paying particular attention to the 
need for accurate completion of personal records and forms. 

 ensure that all employees for whom they are accountable are made aware of the 
requirements of the policy. 

 ensure that adequate control measures are out in place to minimise the risks.  
 
This must include clear roles and responsibilities, supervisory checks, staff 
rotation (particularly in key posts), separation of duties wherever possible so that 
control of a key function is not invested in one individual, and regular reviews, 
reconciliations and test checks to ensure that control measures continue to operate 
effectively. 

 be aware of the College’s anti bribery policy 
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 identify sensitive/at-risk posts 
 ensure that controls are being complied with 
 contribute to their line manager’s assessment of the risks and controls within their 

area, which feeds into the College’s overall statements of accountability and 
internal control. 

 
9.3.3 All instances of actual or suspected bribery, which came to the attention of a 

manager, must be reported immediately. It is appreciated that some employees 
will initially raise concerns with their manager, however, in such cases managers 
must not attempt to investigate the allegation themselves, and they have the clear 
responsibility to refer the concerns in line with the College’s Public Interest 
Disclosure Policy as soon as possible. 

 

10. Information and Management Technology 
 
 
10.1 The Head of Information Security (or equivalent) will contact the Principal 

immediately in all cases where there is suspicion that the College’s IT 
infrastructure is being used for the purposes of bribery. This includes inappropriate 
internet/intranet, e-mail, telephones and PDA’s. 

 

11. Procurement 
 
 

11.1 Procurement practices will be conducted in a fair and transparent manner and not 
deal with contractors or suppliers known or reasonably suspected to be paying 
bribes. Before engaging contractors and suppliers, the College will undertake 
properly documented due diligence. The College will require contractors and 
suppliers to comply with its Anti-Bribery Policy as a minimum standard. 
Agreements with contractors and suppliers shall,  at  all times,  provide for  the 
necessary contractual mechanisms to enforce compliance with the anti-bribery 
arrangements. The College will monitor performance and, in case of non- 
compliance, require the correction of deficiencies, apply sanctions, or eventually 
terminate the agreement. 

 

12. External Communications 
 
 
12.1 Individuals (be they employees, temporary workers, volunteers, consultants, 

contractors or suppliers) must not communicate directly with any member of the 
press, media or any other third party about a suspected act of bribery, but should 
address any such concerns in accordance with the College’s Public Interest 
Disclosure Policy. 

 
 

13. Training 
 
 
13.1 The College will provide any anti bribery training to all relevant employees to make 

them aware of our Anti Bribery Policy and guidelines, in particular of possible 
types of bribery, the risks of engaging in bribery activity, and how employees may 
report suspicion of bribery. 
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14. Related Policies 
 
 
 Staff Code of Conduct 
 Board Code of Conduct 
 Standing Orders 
 Financial Regulations (including Fraud Policy) 
 Tendering and contracting policies and procedures 
 Public Interest Disclosure Policy 
 Disciplinary Policy 

 
 

15. Review 
 

 
15.1 The policy will be reviewed every three years unless changes require this to be 

done earlier. 

 
15.2 The next review will ordinarily be in 2015. 
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Offences under the Bribery Act 2010 
 
The following business practices constitute criminal offences under the Bribery Act 2010 and are 
therefore prohibited: 
 
Offences of bribing another person 
 
 
Case 1 is where a College employee offers, promises or gives a financial or other advantage to 
another person and intends the advantage (i) to induce that or another person to perform 
improperly a relevant function or activity, or (ii) to reward that or another person for the 
improper performance of such a function or activity. 

 
Case 2 is where a College employee offers, promises or gives a financial or other advantage to 
another person and knows or believes that the acceptance of the advantage would itself 
constitute the improper performance of a relevant function or activity by that person. 

 
The bribery must relate to (i) a function of a public nature, (ii) an activity connected with a 
business, (iii) an activity performed n the course of a person’s employment, or (iv) an activity 
performed on behalf of a body of persons (whether corporate or incorporate). The person 
performing the function or activity must be expected to perform it in good faith, impartially or in 
a position of trust. It does not matter whether the function or activity is performed inside or 
outside the UK, whether the other person(s) involved is/are in the public or private sector 
and whether the advantage is offered, promised or given directly by the College employee or 
through a third party, e.g. an agent or other intermediary. 

 

Offences relating to being bribed 
 
 
Case3 is where a College employee requests, agrees to receive or accepts a financial or 
other advantage intending that, in consequence, a relevant function or activity should be 
performed improperly (whether by him-/herself or another person). 

 
Case 4 is where a College employee requests, agrees to receive or accepts a financial or 
other advantage, and the request, agreement or acceptance itself constitutes the improper 
performance by him-/herself of a relevant function or activity. 

 
Case 5 is where a College employee requests, agrees to receive or accepts a financial or 
other advantage as a reward for the improper performance (whether by him-/herself or 
another person) of a relevant function or activity. 
Case 6 is where, in anticipation of or in consequence of a College employee requesting, 
agreeing to receiving or accepting a financial or other advantage, a relevant function or 
activity is performed improperly (i) by that of a College employee, or (ii) by another person at 
his/her request or with his/her assent acquiescence. 
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Again, the bribery must relate to (i) a function of a public nature, (ii) an activity connected 
with a business, (iii) an activity performed in the course of a person’s employment, or (iv) an 
activity performed by or on behalf of a body of persons (whether corporate or 
unincorporated). The person performing the function or activity must be expected to perform it 
in good faith, impartially or in a position of trust. 

 
It does not matter whether the function or activity is performed inside or outside the UK, 
whether the other person(s) involved is/are in the public or private sector, whether the 
employee requests, agrees to receive or accepts the advantage directly or through a third 
party, e.g. an agent or other intermediary, and whether the advantage is for the benefit of a 
College employee or another person. 

 
In Cases 4 to 6, it does not matter whether the College employee knows or believes that the 
performance of the function or activity is improper. 

 

Bribery of foreign public officials 
 
 
Case 7 is where a College employee bribes a foreign public official and intends (i) to 
influence that official in his/her capacity as a foreign public official and (ii) to obtain or retain a 
business or advantage in the conduct of business. A foreign public official is someone who holds 
a legislative, administrative or judicial position of any kind or exercises a public function of 
a country outside the UK, or is an official or agent of a public international organisation. 

 

Failure of commercial organisations to prevent bribery 
 
 
A corporate or partnership is guilty of a corporate bribery offence if an employee, agent, 
subsidiary or any other person acting on its behalf bribes another person intending to obtain or 
retain business or an advantage in the conduct of business for the corporate or partnership. 
For a definition of bribery, please refer to Case 1, 2 and 7 above. 

 
It should be the policy of a corporate or partnership not to tolerate any bribery on its behalf, 
even if this might result in a loss of business for it. Criminal liability must be prevented at all 
times. 
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1. Purpose  
 
West Highland College UHI is committed to promoting healthy working lives and recognises 
its responsibilities and duty of care under the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 and 
accompanying legislation, to protect the significant risk to health of non-smoking employees, 
students, visitors, contractors or others who visit College premises from the effects of passive 
smoking.  
 
The purpose of this policy is to ensure that the College complies with current smoking 
legislation and prohibits smoking in certain areas within and around College premises. It also 
aims to provide guidance and information to assist staff and students with giving up smoking.  
 
2. Scope  
 
This policy will apply to all College staff, students, visitors, contractors or others who may be 
undertaking activities on behalf of the College. This policy applies to all College premises and 
grounds. This policy applies to all College vehicles whether they are owned or leased, and 
private vehicles being used on College business.  
 
Electronic cigarettes (vaporisers) - The use of electronic cigarettes is to be regarded in the 
same way as tobacco i.e. they are prohibited in College buildings, at entrances to buildings, 
near to windows, on all common paths and in vehicles used during College business.  
 
Passive Smoking - Passive smoking is breathing in someone else's tobacco smoke (passive 
smoking or second hand smoking), whether it is smoke from burning tobacco, or smoke 
which is exhaled by smokers.  
 
3. Relevant Legislation  
 

• Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974  
• Smoking Health and Social Care (Scotland) Act 2005  
• The Prohibition of Smoking in Certain Premises (Scotland) Regulations 2006 

 
4. Smoking Facts (from Clearing the Air Scotland) 
 

• In Scotland over 13,000 people die every year from tobacco use, the equivalent 
of 250 per week or 35 a day; 

• Lung cancer kills more people than any other type of cancer and around 90% of 
deaths are caused by smoking; 

• The average smoker will lose about 10 years of life because of their smoking;  
• Non-smokers exposed to passive smoking in the home have a 25% increased 

risk of heart disease and lung cancer. 
 
5. Policy Key Principles  
 

• Smoking is prohibited in all College buildings, at the entrances to buildings, near 
windows, on all common pathways and in vehicles used during College business. 
For the avoidance of doubt this also applies to personal vehicles when used on 
College business.  

• Signs are displayed throughout buildings, at entrances to buildings and in College 
vehicles making it clear that smoking is prohibited in these areas. In particular 
smoking is strictly prohibited near hazardous areas such as near biomass boilers 
or where hazardous substances are stored. 

• Smoking is only permitted in designated smoking areas where they are available. 
If any person requires assistance to access a smoking area then a reasonable 
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adjustment will be discussed in consultation with the individual.  
• Staff who wish to smoke during the working day may do so during normal work 

breaks, in accordance with local arrangements.  
• No discarded cigarette ends/smoking-related litter should be left in the 

designated smoking areas except in bins provided/ for this purpose/where they 
exist. 

 
6. Compliance 
 
It is expected that all staff and students will comply with this policy.  Any infringement of 
these rules may result in disciplinary action being taken against them.   
 
In the event of a breach of the policy by a visitor they should be asked to extinguish all 
smoking materials and be informed of the availability of external smoking areas, in 
accordance with local arrangements.  If they continue to smoke, the matter should be 
referred to the appropriate manager/lecturer.  Visitors will be asked to stop smoking and if 
they refuse to comply with this policy will be asked to leave the college premises.   
 
7. Responsibilities  
 
The organisational structure for the implementation and management of the College's 
statutory health and safety duties is described in detail in the Health and Safety Policy.  
 
General duties to protecting the health of non-smokers remain the same, but additional or 
specific duties relating to this policy are detailed below  
 
It is the responsibility of the HR Manager to: 
 

• Review and update this policy.  
• Advise and support managers on disciplinary proceedings if required.  

 
It is the responsibility of the Estates & Facilities Manager to: 
 

• Ensure that the College complies with the smoke-free (signs) Regulations; 
• Designate external areas as smoke free or smoking shelters 
• Provide advice and guidance on the policy and any health and safety issues that 

might arise. 
 

It is the responsibility of All Managers/Curriculum Staff to: 
 

• Bring this policy to the attention of staff and students at induction.  
• Ensure that staff/students adhere to the policy by bringing to their attention when 

they are in breach of it.  
• Instigate disciplinary action if appropriate when they are in breach of this policy.  
• Support staff/students who wish to give up smoking.  
• Bring this policy to the attention of any visitors or contractors they engage with.  

 
It is the responsibility of All College Staff/Students to:  

• Comply with this policy.  
• Bring this policy to the attention of visitors to the College and contractors carrying 

out College undertakings.  
• Speak to visitors, contractors or students who are in breach of this policy and 

encourage them to smoke away from entrances and common footpaths.  
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8. Support for smokers wishing to stop smoking 
 
The College is committed to staff and student health and wellbeing and will proactively 
promote to staff and students healthy living initiatives. 
 
In particular the College promotes and supports 'No Smoking Day' in Scotland and Smoke 
Free Highland (smokefreehighland.co.uk): 
 
The College is open to promoting any campaign which supports smokers wishing to stop 
smoking in addition to the ones mentioned above 
 
No smoking materials of any description will be sold on College premises.  
 
Information to support smokers wishing to stop can be found at  
http://www.nhs.uk/smokefree or at https://www.nhsinform.scot/ 
 
9. Linked Policies/Related Documents  

 
• Health and Safety Policy  
• Student Disciplinary Policy 
• Staff Disciplinary Policy and Procedure  
• Equality and Diversity Policy  

 
10. Further guidance 
 
Further advice and guidance on any aspect of this policy can be obtained from the HR 
Department. 
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Appendix 1 - Smoking Locations at WHC Learning Centres 
 

College Centre Smoking Location 
 

Shelter available 
yes/no 

Fort William In the smoking shelter which is located to 
the right of the main College entrance 
behind the An Cala building 
 

Yes 

Portree At the end of the building outside the 
construction wing 
 

No HR  

Auchtertyre On the patio to the rear of the main 
building 
 

No 

Broadford In the car park at the end of the building 
 

No 

Kinlochleven No smoking site 
 

Not applicable 

Gairloch No smoking site 
 

Not applicable 

Strontian School campus – no smoking site 
 

Not applicable 

Ullapool No designated smoking area 
 

Not applicable 

Kilchoan No designated smoking area 
 

Not applicable 

Mallaig No designated smoking area 
 

Not applicable 
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1. Purpose 
 

West Highland College UHI recognises that it is the responsibility of all staff to 
ensure that acceptable levels of attendance, conduct, behaviour and performance 
are maintained at all times.  The purpose of this policy and the related disciplinary 
procedures is intended to address situations where the conduct or behaviour of a 
staff member falls below acceptable standards.  These documents: 

 
- provide a framework within which the resolution of disciplinary issues can be 

undertaken in a way which is designed to promote fairness in relation to the 
treatment of all staff; 

 
- identify those staff responsible for contributing to the effective development 

and maintenance of College discipline; and 
 

- assist in the maintenance of order and the effective operation of the College. 
 
 

2. Scope 
 

This policy and procedure defines the framework within which disciplinary issues will 
be handled and resolved for all staff.  

 
The discipline policy and procedure has been agreed following consultation with the 
college staff consultative group and will not be amended without further consultation 
taking place. The policy and procedure documents are statements of intent and are 
not intended to be contractually binding. 

 

 

3. Policy Statement 
 

The College seeks to ensure that any shortcomings in conduct will be dealt with 
fairly. 

 
Individuals whose conduct is unsatisfactory will normally, in the first instance, be 
encouraged to improve, and supported in that process. 

 
Individuals whose capability in undertaking the duties of their post is considered to 
be below requirements will normally be offered appropriate support and/or 
development opportunities to facilitate the required improvement in performance. 

 
Where formal disciplinary action is initiated the matter will be dealt with in 
accordance with agreed procedures. 

 
In instances where: 

 
• an investigation is being undertaken; 

 

• an investigation results in no action being taken; or 
 

• a hearing determines that allegations are unsubstantiated; 
 

 
 

the member of staff will not be subject to any detriment in treatment or status. 
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4. Linked Discipline and Grievance Issues 
 

Where a grievance is raised by a member of staff in relation to disciplinary issues 
under investigation these may be considered through a joint disciplinary/grievance 
hearing process. In these circumstances the discipline and grievance procedures to 
be followed will be that considered most appropriate within the circumstances to 
allow a full and open hearing of all relevant points. 
 

5. Responsibilities 
 
All staff - have a formal responsibility to adhere to the requirements and guidelines 
of College policies, procedures, standards of service quality and recognised 
professional and behavioural standards. 

 
 The Executive Leadership Team and College Management Group - is responsible for 

approving and leading the implementation of this policy.   
 

The HR Manager – is responsible for ensuring the proper application of the terms of 
this policy and procedure.  This shall include the provision of relevant training and 
guidance to those investigating disciplinary allegations and to those conducting 
disciplinary hearings. 
 
The HR Department – is responsible for the administration and co-ordination of 
disciplinary hearings and appeal hearings.  They will also provide advice and support 
as appropriate during investigations and hearings.   
 

 All Managers and Team Leaders - have a duty to ensure the development and 
maintenance of effective discipline in relation to all staffing matters within their area of 
responsibility. 
 
The Investigating Officer – (the manager conducting an investigation), is responsible 
for ensuring and adequate and timely investigation into the matter.  The Investigating 
Officer shall not have any function at any future disciplinary hearing other than 
presenting the facts of the investigation to that hearing.   

 
Hearing Officers - Formal disciplinary hearings will be conducted by senior manager. 
Disciplinary hearings which may result in the termination of employment will be 
conducted by a member of the Executive Leadership Team.  Disciplinary appeals will 
be heard by the Principal or appointed deputy in their absence. 
 
The member of staff – who is the subject of an investigation, has a responsibility to co-
operate during the investigation and to comply with the terms of this policy and 
procedure. 
 

6. Review 
 

This policy will be reviewed every 3 years, or sooner if necessary. 
 

7. References 
 

Staff Discipline Procedures and Appendices. 
Equality and Diversity Policy  
ACAS Code of Practice on Discipline and Grievance Procedures Sickness Absence 
Policy and Procedures 
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West Highland College UHI Cover Paper 
Committee/Group Name Finance and General Purpose 

Committee paper no: 
FGP260917_12 

Subject Withdrawal of Reference Policy 

Purpose of paper 

I would recommend that we withdraw the Staff Reference Policy 
and Procedure for Prospective and Previous Employees.  This is 
more suited in the format of a guidance note for managers and 
also guidance on HR practice and procedure in relation to 
obtaining references.  Most organisations do not have a policy 
and have guidance instead.  
 
In addition, there are also some elements of the policy which are 
of concern to me and that is the suggested approach of providing 
a short factual reference if you would not re-employ an individual 
and a more fulsome reference If you would re-employ.  This is 
putting the College in a difficult position legally if we were 
challenged on this approach. 
 

Strategic linkage  
Tick all that apply: 
1. WHC strategic plan ☐ 
2. Excellence for All ☐ 
3. Other strategies ☐ 
4. Risk management ☐ 
5. New opportunity/change ☐ 

Describe the linkage: 
Click to enter text. 

Content sensitivity Normal 

Resource implications 
Give details if yes 

No            Give details about resource implications 

Risk implications Yes Risk explained above. 

Date paper prepared 20/09/2017 

Date of meeting 26/09/2017 

Author Lyn Goodenough, HR Manager 
Equality Impact Assessment 
(EIA) 

No  If no, explain why, if yes attach the EIA. 
Click or tap here to enter text.     

Action requested 
(tick those that apply) 

For information ☐ 
For discussion    ☐ 
For endorsing    ☒ 
For decision  ☐ 

Consultation has been carried 
out with 
Staff ☐ 
Students ☐ 
UHI and Partners ☐ 
External ☐ 

Which other committees have been consulted? 
How else have you consulted? 
 
. 
 
 

Status Non-confidential 
Freedom of Information 
Can this paper be included in 
open business?* 

Yes 
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* If a paper should not be included within “open” business, please highlight below the reason. 

Its disclosure would substantially prejudice a programme of research ☐

Its disclosure would substantially prejudice the commercial interests of any person or 
organisation ☐

Its disclosure would substantially prejudice the effective conduct of public affairs ☐

Its disclosure would constitute a breach of the Data Protection Act ☐

Its disclosure would constitute a breach of confidence actionable in court ☐ 

Other (please give further details) ☐ 

For how long should a paper be withheld? 
1. Length of time needed  ☐ 
2. A condition is required ☐ 

Describe 
1. Click or tap here to enter text. 
2. Click or tap here to enter text. 

 
Further guidance on application of the exclusions from Freedom of Information legislation is available via 
http://www.itspublicknowledge.info/ScottishPublicAuthorities/ScottishPublicAuthorities.asp and 
http://www.itspublicknowledge.info/web/FILES/Public_Interest_Test.pdf 
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1. Purpose 
 

 
This document sets out the College’s position on employment references. 

 

It provides guidance to managers on obtaining references for new staff and draws their 
attention to the responsibilities and legal liabilities that may arise when providing references 
on behalf of existing or former employees. 

 

The guidance also applies to current and ex-employees regarding the College’s position on 
provision of references 

 

This policy applies to candidates for posts within West Highland College, UHI and to those 
current/former employees who may be seeking alternative employment. 

 
 
 

2. Scope 
 

 
2.1 This policy applies to candidates for posts within West Highland College, UHI and to 

those current/former employees who may be seeking alternative employment. 

 
2.2 Whilst there is no strict legal obligation on the College to provide a reference, the 

College recognises it has a moral duty to treat employees fairly and there may be 
legal consequences of refusing to do so in particular cases. 

 
2.3 Normally the College is asked to provide references for employees for employment 

purposes. However, references may be provided for other purposes, for example; in 
support of a mortgage application or when renting accommodation. The principles 
outlined in this Policy apply to employment references. 

 
 

3. References for Prospective Employees 
 

 
3.1 Normally two satisfactory references will be sought for each prospective employee, 

including one from the most recent previous employer. (note candidates may not wish 
their existing employer to be contacted unless they are successful in being appointed to 
the post – permission must be obtained in all cases before proceeding). 

 
3.2 A copy of the job description and person specification shall be sent to the candidates’ 

referees for information. He or she shall be requested to provide information on the 
candidate relative to the criteria on the person specification and job description. (A 
sample letter is shown in Appendix A) 

 
 
 

3.3 Where references are obtained on candidates prior to interview (unless a candidate 
specifically requests existing employer not to be contacted) they should normally 
contribute to the selection decision made by the recruiting manager. Any areas of 
concern identified in the reference should be explored with the candidate during the 
interview 
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3.4 Following interview, where a successful candidate has been in employment but does not 
provide a referee from their current or most recent employer, the College reserves the 
right to contact the employer as stated on the application form. Candidates will be 
advised if such an eventuality arises 

 

 
3.5 If references are not received in writing prior to interview, then a reference can be 

obtained by telephone subject to the referee being asked for confirmation in writing. In all 
such cases a file note will be made and held by the Human Resources. 

 

 
3.6 Applicants who are school leavers or graduates may nominate a head teacher, lecturer 

and work experience employer as appropriate 
 
 
 
 
 

4 References for Existing and Former Employees 
 

 
4.1 Referees have a responsibility to be truthful, not to be malicious and to include only 

what is accurate, true, fair and reasonable. 
 

4.2 As a result of the onerous nature of this responsibility and the potential risks to the 
College, it has been decided 

 
i. if the individual is a former employee who is not known by the referee and/or you 

would not re-employ, the reference should only give facts of the job role and the 
length of service, plus confirm sick record if requested. (A sample copy is shown 
in Appendix B) 

 
ii. if the individual is a current/former employee who is known by the referee and/or 

who you would re-employ, a more evaluative reference can be given – always 
remembering to be accurate, true, fair and reasonable. 

 
iii. All references should be checked by senior managers before sending. 

 
iv. A copy must also be provided to HR for file. The HR team can also give advice if 

required. 
 

v. No personal endorsements should be given 
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5 Unsatisfactory References 
 

 
5.1 In the event an unsatisfactory reference is received after a provisional offer of 

employment has been made, advice should be sought from Human Resources on 
withdrawing the offer. 

 

5.2 All offers are made subject to satisfactory references. Therefore, a decision to 
withdraw the offer or to terminate the contract with due notice (or payment in lieu of 
notice) is unlikely to be successfully challenged. 

 
 
 

6 Offers of Appointment 
 

 
6.1 Under normal circumstances a candidate should not start without satisfactory 

references. 
 

6.2 If he/ she does take up post without references having been received, every effort 
should be taken to obtain this with the minimum of delay i.e. follow-up telephone call 
for verbal reference. 

 
6.3 All Offers of Employment are subject to receipt of two satisfactory references (see 

Recruitment & Selection Policy & Procedure). 
 
 

 
7 Key Legal Considerations in Providing a Reference 

 

 
7.1 Defamation 

 
A reference must not contain a false or unsubstantiated statement that damages the 
reputation of the individual as actions for damages may result. 

 
7.2 Deceit 

 
Where a false statement is knowingly made with the intention that the person 
receiving the reference will act on it, for example providing a glowing reference in 
respect of an employee which is false in that it attributes characteristics, abilities or a 
level of competence to that person which the referee knew to be untrue, an action 
alleging deceit could arise. The prospective employer would have to show that the 
individual had been appointed on the basis of the reference, only to find that he/she 
was not suitable in respect of a “material” factor, provided in the reference. 

 

7.3 Negligence 
 

A claim of negligence could arise where a referee provides a reference with facts that 
have not been checked and has failed to take reasonable care in its preparation. 
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7.4 Duty of Care 
 

The College has a duty of care both to its employees and to third parties to whom it 
supplies references. This duty of care requires that references are provided in good 
faith and are fair, reasonable, true and accurate as well as not being misleading 
when considered overall. The duty thus may have negative as well as positive 
aspects. For example, by omitting from a reference known relevant information which 
the subject of the reference might consider unhelpful to his/her application (such as 
disciplinary action), a referee may have to discharge the duty of care to the third  
party seeking a reference. 

 

7.5 Possible Consequences 
 

Such activities could lead to litigation against the College by the third party if the third 
party suffers any kind of loss or damage as a result of engaging someone on the 
basis of a misleading or erroneous reference. 

 
 

 
8 Timing 

 
 

Requests for references will normally be actioned within 5 working days. 
 
 
 

9 Complaints 
 

 
If a manager receives a complaint about any aspect of employment references, no comment 
or liability should be admitted, and the matter should be referred immediately to the Human 
Resources team. 

 
 
 

10 Review 
 
 

This policy will be reviewed every 3 years or when circumstances change any part of it. 
 
 
 
 
 

(Appendices attached) 
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Appendix A 
 

Sample standard reference request from West Highland College, UHI 
 
 
 

OUR REF 
 

 
 
 

[ date ] 
 

Private and Confidential 
 

 
 
 

Dear [ ] 
 

[FULL NAME AND ADDRESS OF CANDIDATE] 
 

[full name of candidate] has been offered a part-time post with us, as a [job title], based in 
[insert place of work], and [he/she] has given your name as a referee. 

Please can you confirm if 

 This individual was employed by you in the role of (insert job title) from (insert the 
dates given in application) 

 The salary for this individual was (Insert salary) 

Please also confirm if the absence and disciplinary record for this individual was acceptable. 

We have enclosed a copy of the job description for this post. We would appreciate it if you 
could refer to this and comment, from your experience of [his/her] work, on [his/her] 
suitability for this post and if you would be happy to re-employ this individual. 

Thank you for your help. 

Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[ name] 
 

HR 
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Appendix B 
 

Sample standard reference for West Highland College, UHI 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OUR REF 

YOUR REF 

 

 
[ date ] 

 
Private and Confidential 

 

 
 
 

Dear [ ] 
 

Thank you for your letter dated [ ] requesting a reference for [ employee full name]. 

We are able to confirm [first name’s] employment with the College. 

[First Name] was employed by the College as a [job title/description ] [within the part of 
College if appropriate ] from [start date] to [end date]. 

 
This reference is given in the strictest confidence and without any financial or other liability. 

 
Yours sincerely 

 
[ name] 
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Committee/Group Name Finance and General Purpose 

Committee paper no 
FGP260917_13: 

Subject Scottish college board members’ role in equality and diversity 

Purpose of paper 

The Code of Good Governance requires ‘The Board must provide 
leadership in equality and diversity’ (item A12).  
 
The attached briefing from the Equalities Challenge Unit outlines 
what this means in practice focussing on two aspects. 
 
Assuring the College’s compliance with equality law 
The briefing lists a number of benefits of a commitment to equality 
and diversity, the requirements under law, and the dates/titles of 
relevant College reports. At the end of this section, the 
paragraphs headed ‘What does this mean for you?’ tells you, the 
Board member, the minimum you should be doing to meet your 
legal obligation. This is to ‘review and approve any reports, 
strategies and policies (relevant to equalities) … prior to the 
publication dates’. 
 
Board members will be aware that they are consulted regularly on 
the statutory reports listed, and review all policies and strategies.  
 
Planning to improve Board diversity 
 
Again, the benefits of diversity are listed, and a number of 
reasons given as to why a board should be diverse. The ‘What 
does this mean for you?’ section suggests that the Board leads by 
example. 
 
The Search & Nominations committee has had diversity at the 
front of its mind as it has overseen the recruitment of the more 
recent new members. This is reflected in the current fair gender 
balance. There is also a Succession Plan in development; this will 
aim to list and overcome potential barriers to membership, 
examine possible new sources of members, and encourage non-
traditional applicants. 
 

Strategic linkage  
Tick all that apply: 
1. WHC strategic plan ☐ 
2. Excellence for All ☐ 
3. Other strategies ☐ 
4. Risk management ☐ 
5. New opportunity/change ☐ 

Describe the linkage: 
Click to enter text. 

Content sensitivity Normal 
Resource implications 
Give details if yes 

No            Give details about resource implications 

Risk implications No Further explain risk implications 

Date paper prepared 20/09/2017 

Date of meeting 26/09/2017 

Author Claire Wylie 
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Equality Impact Assessment 
(EIA) 

No  If no, explain why, if yes attach the EIA. 
Click or tap here to enter text.     

Action requested 
(tick those that apply) 

For information ☐ 
For discussion    ☐ 
For endorsing    ☐ 
For decision  ☐ 

Consultation has been carried 
out with 
Staff ☐ 
Students ☐ 
UHI and Partners ☐ 
External ☐ 

Which other committees have been consulted? 
How else have you consulted? 
 
. 
 
 

Status Non-confidential 
Freedom of Information 
Can this paper be included in 
open business?* 

Yes 
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Scottish college board members’ role in equality and 
diversity 

All colleges in Scotland are required to comply with equality legislation that impacts on the day to 
day work of the college, its strategic direction and how its board diversifies its membership.  

Board members play an integral role in supporting equality and diversity in Scottish colleges as 
part of creating and driving the colleges’ strategic aims, by ensuring the college meets its legal 
responsibilities, and in helping to build a diverse and representative governing body. 

This briefing explains the role of boards in overseeing the embedding and implementation of 
equality law within college processes, but also focuses on what it means for boards themselves.  

ECU’s Scotland team have published this briefing to support college board members to fulfil their 
responsibilities in relation to equality and diversity. It will also be useful for board secretaries due 
to the support that they provide to the boards of colleges.  

This briefing considers two key aspects of a college board’s equality responsibilities:  

= Section 1: assuring the college’s compliance with equality law 

= Section 2: planning to improve board diversity 

Extend your knowledge  

ECU (2016) Governing bodies, equality and diversity: A handbook for governors of Scottish higher 
education institutions.  
www.ecu.ac.uk/publications/equality-handbooks-governors/  
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Section 1: assuring the college’s compliance with 
equality law 

Boards play a key role in embedding and safeguarding equality and diversity in the college 
mission, strategy and culture. 
 

= Shape approach: boards can go beyond assuring legal compliance of equality law to define 
and shape the college’s approach to equality.  

= Embed equality and diversity: periodically, board members will be involved in developing 
new college strategies and approving policies and college wide operational plans. At this 
point, board members can ensure that equality and diversity are appropriately embedded 
and appropriate key performance indicators (KPIs) are in place. 

= Ensure accountability: board members will be involved in the annual review of KPIs, 
including those on equality and diversity, as part of ensuring the college is delivering on its 
strategy.  

= Champion equality and diversity: through championing equality, diversity and an inclusive 
culture from the top of the organisation, board members can help to foster a culture of 
equality and diversity that supports the college’s strategy. 

Why is this important? 

= A culture of equality and diversity 

As the body that safeguards the college strategy and culture, boards should in a broad sense be 
seen as embodying that culture. To the extent that the college’s strategy includes equality and 
diversity, board members also need to embody those qualities personally. What is valued at board 
level is valued throughout the college. 

= Relationships with staff 

Improving the diversity of your staff at all levels ensures you have diversity of thinking which will 
have a positive impact on college development and the teaching process, including modernising 
delivery of the curriculum. By showing that you treat staff fairly you recruit the best talent and by 
having fair opportunities for development and progression you keep your best staff and maximise 
their potential. This can lead to increased staff engagement and ultimately, an improvement in the 
student learning experience. 

= Support for students 

Colleges want to attract the best and broadest range of students they can. They also have a role to 
play in widening access and releasing potential of disadvantaged students and both of these can 
have a positive impact on the student experience and learning experience. This in turn can 
increase student satisfaction with their experience. 

= Connection to other high level strategies 

Equality and diversity should be a key feature within several other strategic and operational 
documents the college is required to produce, such as its outcome agreement and access and 
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inclusion statements. Ensuring compliance with the law overall and being able to demonstrate this 
supports the development of these high level documents.  

= Impact on society 

Colleges are an integral part of their local communities, working with other organisations and 
businesses. They can help release the potential from disadvantaged communities and can act as 
an agent for regeneration and social mobility.  

= Importance of assuring legal compliance and risks of not doing so 

Claims can be made by individuals, or organisations, against the college, or against the board on 
behalf of the college. Any person or group who has worked in or with the college may raise a claim 
and this can include, for example, staff, students, service users, businesses and contractors.  

Failure to comply with equality law may be investigated by the Equality and Human Rights 
Commission (EHRC), and/or challenged through an employment tribunal or the courts. Unlawful 
discrimination and inequalities can impact on staff and campus relations, undermine the 
recruitment of the best staff and students, lead to negative media, and have a pervasive impact on 
a college’s reputation. 

= The Code of Good Governance for Scotland’s colleges 

The Code of Good Governance for Scotland’s Colleges reasserts the obligations of the college 
board to ensure both compliance and good practice in relation to equality and diversity.  
 

See: A.12 The board must provide leadership in equality and diversity. 

Along with this statement, the code advocates the improvement of economic, cultural and social 
well-being and having regard to social needs and social inclusion, which can be underpinned by 
adequate consideration of equality and diversity.  

What does the law say? 

Issues of equality and diversity are underpinned by a mandatory legal framework, extending to a 
college’s relationship with both staff and students, as well as visitors and contractors. Colleges in 
Scotland are considered to be public authorities by the Equality Act 2010 and as such they must 
fulfil the requirements set for all public authorities by the Act and the accompanying Scottish 
specific duties. The college board is expressly listed as accountable for compliance with 
the legislation.  

The Equality Act  

The Equality Act 2010 is the main piece of anti-discrimination legislation in Great Britain. It covers 
nine protected characteristics: 

= age 

= disability 

= gender reassignment 
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= marriage and civil partnership (in employment) 

= pregnancy and maternity 

= race (includes nationality) 

= religion and belief (includes no religion or belief) 

= sex 

= sexual orientation 

Public sector equality duty 

Within the Act, the public sector equality duty (PSED) requires colleges, when carrying out their 
functions, to give due regard to the need to: 

= eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation 

= advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic and 
people who do not 

= foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and people who do 
not 

The Scottish specific duties 

The Scottish specific duties are designed to help public authorities demonstrate how they are 
meeting their responsibilities under the PSED. The specific duties require colleges to: 

= report on progress towards mainstreaming the equality duty, including a breakdown of 
employee information and how this is used to inform progress. 

= publish equality outcomes and report progress 

= publish gender pay gap information 

= publish statements on equal pay in relation to disability, gender and race 

= equality impact assess and review policies and practices 
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Duty When Due 

Mainstreaming report every 2 years April 2017 

Equality outcomes every 4 years April 2017 

Gender pay gap report every 2 years April 2017 

Equal pay statements for gender every 4 years April 2017 

Equal pay statement for disability and race 

- for colleges with 20 - 149 staff 
- for colleges with 150+ staff 

 

every 4 years 

 

April 2021 
April 2017 

Equality impact assessments ongoing Ongoing 

What does this mean for you? 

Boards should have oversight of the college’s work towards complying with its specific duties and 
are responsible for ensuring accountability with them. You should seek assurance that your college 
has appropriate infrastructure and resources to enable compliance with the Equality Act and the 
Scottish specific duties. As a minimum, the board should review and approve any reports, 
strategies and policies that are the product of the specific duties prior to the publication dates.  

Board members can influence how equality is embedded across the college, for example, by 
checking that equality has been embedded into college strategies and plans and outcome 
agreements with the Scottish Funding Council (SFC), or in the development of their college’s 
equality outcomes. 
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Section 2: planning to improve board diversity  

Governing bodies are seeking to increase their diversity to strengthen their governance, and 
board members can play a vital role in this work.  

Board members can support the board to achieve greater diversity, for example through raising 
awareness of the role of college board members across a variety of settings. 
 

= Shape the approach: board members should be involved in determining the college’s 
policy and goals on board diversity. 

= Ensure accountability: board members should scrutinise college action and hold the 
executive to account for its progress on increasing board diversity.  

= Champion diversity: board members can participate in equality monitoring and encourage 
other board members to do the same and be advocates for board diversity, within and 
outside of the college. 

Why is this important?  

= Broader awareness of issues 

A diverse board can draw on a diverse range of views, experiences and backgrounds which will 
enable them to consider issues in the broadest way it can. The board will be better informed and 
in touch with social and commercial concerns and be able to interrogate the issues and their 
context in a robust way.  

= Enhanced decision making 

Similarly, diversity can improve decision making by bringing a range of experiences and views to 
the process resulting in a more inclusive approach better enabled to help the college improve 
performance. 

= Representative of the local community 

A board that reflects the local community (and is representative of the staff and student 
population) will be better equipped to make decisions that support the college’s place within that 
community, which will benefit the college and possibly also the wider community. 

= The Code of Good Governance for Scotland’s Colleges  

The Code states the college’s commitment to a diverse board. 
 

See: A.13 The board must seek to reflect in its membership, the make-up of the community 
through offering maximum opportunity of membership to a range of potential members and 
removing potential barriers to membership, in partnership with its regional strategic body, as 
appropriate. 

 
Scottish colleges are required to comply with the Code as a condition of funding.  
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What does the law say? 

The Further and Higher Education (Scotland) Act 2005 states that college and regional boards, and 
regional strategic bodies must make board appointments in a manner which encourages equal 
opportunities and in particular the observance of the equal opportunities requirements.  

The Post-16 Education (Scotland) Act 2013 legislates for college and regional boards of 
management. It makes provision for the composition of, and appointment to, the board.  

The Scottish specific duties 

The specific duties regulations include college board members within the mainstreaming duty.  

Under the duty to report on progress towards mainstreaming the equality duty, the college board, 
as the listed authority, must include the: 

= number of men and of women who have been members of the board during the period 
covered by the report 

= way in which this information has been used; and how the board proposes to use the 
information, in taking steps towards there being diversity amongst its members so far as 
relevant protected characteristics are concerned 

In addition to this, the Scottish government will occasionally gather all the protected characteristic 
data of board members. This information will be nationally aggregated and given back to colleges 
to use in their mainstreaming reports.  

What does this mean for you? 

The board can show top level leadership by modelling an inclusive approach to the way the board 
operates. Investing time regularly as a group to do this represents a longer term investment into 
the board and its diversity.  

Consider undertaking a board evaluation to look at what it can do to champion equality and 
diversity and act as a role model for a truly inclusive organisation.  
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Further resources 

EHRC (2016) Assessing impact and the Public Sector Equality Duty: a guide for public authorities. 
www.equalityhumanrights.com/publication/assessing-impact-and-public-sector-equality-duty-guide-public-
authorities-scotland  

CDN (2016) Code of good governance for Scotland’s colleges.   
www.collegedevelopmentnetwork.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Code-of-Good-Governance-for-
Scotland’s-Colleges-August-2016.pdf  

ECU (2013) College equality outcomes: a regional overview.  
www.ecu.ac.uk/publications/college-equality-outcomes-a-regional-overview/ 

Good Governance Institute (2011) The governance of diversity and inclusion: Maturity matrix.  
www.good-governance.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Diversity-and-Inclusion.pdf 

ECU’s guidance on mainstreaming:  
www.ecu.ac.uk/guidance-resources/governance-and-policies/mainstreaming  

ECU’s guidance and the Equality Act 2010:  
www.ecu.ac.uk/guidance-resources/equality-legislation  

EHRC’s guidance on the Public Sector Equality Duty:  
www.equalityhumanrights.com/about-us/devolved-authorities/commission-scotland/public-sector-
equality-duty-scotland/non-statutory-guidance-scottish-public-authorities  

ECU (2009) Governing bodies, equality and diversity: research report.  
www.ecu.ac.uk/publications/governing-bodies-equality-and-diversity-research-report-2009  

ECU (2016) How to embed equality in outcome agreements: Toolkit for colleges.  
www.ecu.ac.uk/guidance-resources/governance-and-policies/outcome-agreements 

ECU (2017) The public sector equality duty: specific duties for Scotland (revised). 
www.ecu.ac.uk/publications/the-public-sector-equality-duty-specific-duties-for-scotland 

ECU (2014) The rationale for equality and diversity.   
www.ecu.ac.uk/publications/rationale-equality-diversity-vice-chancellors-principals-leading-change  

Scottish government (2012) Report of the Review of Further Education Governance in Scotland. 
www.gov.scot/Resource/0038/00386490.pdf  

Scottish government (2016) Succession Planning Guidance and Toolkit.  
www.gov.scot/Topics/Government/public-bodies/BoardChairs  

Women count (2016)  
https://womencountblog.wordpress.com  
 
Women on boards 
www.gov.uk/government/collections/women-on-boards-reports  
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Equality Challenge Unit 

Equality Challenge Unit (ECU) supports higher education colleges across the UK and in colleges in 
Scotland to advance equality and diversity for staff and students. 

ECU provides research, information and guidance, training, events and Equality Charters that drive 
forward change and transform organisational culture in teaching, learning, research and 
knowledge exchange. We have over ten years’ experience of supporting colleges to remove 
barriers to progression and success for all staff and students. 

ECU believes that the benefits of equality and diversity and inclusive practice are key to the 
wellbeing and success of individuals, the college’s community, the efficiency and excellence of 
colleges, and the growth of further and higher education in a global environment. 

We are a registered charity funded by the Scottish Funding Council, the Higher Education Funding 
Council for Wales and Universities UK, and through direct subscription from higher education 
colleges in England and Northern Ireland. 

 

 
First floor, Westminster Tower 
3 Albert Embankment 
London, SE1 7SP 

T 020 7438 1010 
F 020 7438 1011 
E info@ecu.ac.uk 
www.ecu.ac.uk 

 

 

 

 

© Equality Challenge Unit April 2017 Information in this publication may be reproduced solely by 
ECU subscribers and the universities and colleges that ECU is funded to support, as long as it 
retains accuracy, the source is identified and it will not be used for profit. Use of this publication 
for any other purpose is prohibited without prior permission from ECU. Alternative formats are 
available:  

E pubs@ecu.ac.uk 

 
Company limited by guarantee. Registered in England and Wales, No. 05689975. Charity no. 1114417 (England, Wales) and 
SC043601 (Scotland). 
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